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1 INTRODUCTION

There are a number of reservoirs in India which can

readily be utilized for fish production on a large scale.
The fact that so far the fishery potential of the existing
reservoirs of India has not been developed is rather disa~n
ppointing. There is appalling paucity of authentic data and
knowledge of the resource itself and any statement on th~

~) present level of fish production in Indian reservoirs woUld
be a mere guess. Stanly reservoir (Mattur Dam) is regarded
to be the best managed and most productive of the Indian re
servoirs with a fish production of about 40 kg per hectare
(area about 155 sq.km and reported annual fish yield about
600 tonnes). This is a lone example of a productive reservoir
in India comparing faVOtTably with the Russian reservoirs.
Average fish production from the Indian reservoirs hardly
exceeds 6 or 7 kg per hectare. There iSt thus, a great scope
for fishery developmental activity in this sphere, which can
result in impressive practical results.

The Indian Council of Agricultural Research:has pro
posed a co-ordinated research project on Indian Reservoirs
aimed at quick devolopment of the fishery potential of se
lected reservoirs and compilation of biologicql, physico
chemical and other data in related disciplines on the basis
of which such a development can be executed along scientific
lines. In this production oriented research involving simul
taneous exploitation of the resource and effecting approp
riate management practices aimed at obtaining maximum?sns..,
tained yield~ adoption of standardized approach has been
felt essential. It is the purpose of this bulletin to lay
down such a standardized aDnroach for the colleotion of va-

• ..L ••

rious essentially required--information and data -'nIndian
reservoirs. This manual is not a text-book on methodology of

, Reservoir fisheries investigations and its scope is by no
means comprehensive. It is an attempt at evolving practical
methods using equipments available in India. Lack of mention
of sophisticated foreign equipments may, therefore, be not
interpreted as lack of knowledge of their use in advanced
countries.

It is felt necessary to have two types of ~rogrammes:
one, the short-range investigations capable of yielding en-·
hanced fish production within two yeQrs of the commencement
of investigations, and tho other rather,detailed long-range
investigations involving a more thorough and detailed probe
into the realm of reservoir ecology. The short and long range
investigations may be conducted either singly or simultan~ou
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eously in any body of water. Methodology to be adopted for
sampling for various limnological and fishery biological
characters is described in the following pages. Protormas
are provided as appendices for e~ch item of investigation.

1.1 Short-range investigations<

The purpose of short-range investigation is to co
llect data on those featuros of limnology, quantitative bio
logy and exploitation techniques which will provide suffi
cient information to indicate measures to be adopted for in
creased production in reservoirs. They are not substitutes
for detailed investigations. Neither is much precision ex
pected in the short-range investigations. Thdir sole objoct
is to serve the immediate purpose of enhanced fish produc
tion. For limited items of study taken up under short range
investigations, the user of this manual may consult its
appropriate sections for methods for which references are
indicated here.

(a) Morphometry of the reservoir

The following information may be collected

1. Area of the reservoir
2. Gross volume of the reservoir
3. Area-capacity curve
4. Shore development
5. Volume development

(Consult Chanter 2 of the manual for details)

(b) Fish fauna

A complete list of the species of fish, commercial
and non-commercial, occuring in reservoir may be prepared.

(c) Water analysis

1 •
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Temperature
Turbidity
pH
Dissolved Oxygen
Alkalinity
Nitrate

Phosphate
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(d) Fish food resources

1. Estimate plankton biomass by volume dis
placement method. Identify under broad heads like cladocera,
copepods, rotifers, bacillariophyceae, myxophyceae, chloro
phyceae, xanthophyceae, euglenales etc. Take only vertical
.hauls for study and express plankton volume per cubic metre.
For methods see section 9.

2. Estimate bottom biota biomass per sq metre
using displacement method. Identify items under broad group
heads. To convert volume in ml of preserved material to
'live weight' in gms multiply by 0:98. Limit your studies to
macro-ot'ganisms only. Use No. 40 sieve. For details see sec-
tion 11.

3. Estimate the biomass of larger aquatic
plants and express in kg/sq m. For methods see section 10.

(e) Utilisation of fish food resources

Study the food and feeding habits of all fishes,
commercial and non-commercial. Divide the fish samples into
assorted size groups and analyse gut contents on group basis
and not on individual fishes. Express the average feed in
?o~ume and constituents in %. At least one analysis should
be conducted each month for each species. For methods see
sub-section 14.6.

(i) Breeding and recruitment

1. Study gonads of all fishes all the year
round and assign appropriate stages as per scale of maturity.
For methods see sub-section 14.4.

2. -Locate the spawning grounds of fishes in the
main reservoir as well as in the upper part of reservoir in
riverine zone. List out the fishes for which no spawning
ground could be located. Shooting or spawn collection nets
may be used for river stretches joining the reservoir. See
sub-section 15.4.

3. Note down the species, time of occurrence,
area of occurrence of fingerlings. Record abundance of the
fingerlings of fishes as reflected in the. catch per unit of
effort. For details see sab*S0ction 15.4.
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(g) Yield, species and size composition

For details see section 12.~h) Experimental fishingFor details see section 13.(i) Stocking policyFor details see section 16.

1.2 Long-range investigations

The long-rang~ investigations being taken up for
studies in reservoirs are not tied down to immediate result,s.
They cover more items of investigations and each requiring
thorough analysis. The data collected under this head are,
therefore, to be both elaborate and precise and their ana
lyses thorough. The items of investigations requiring empha
sis are as mentioned below: the details of the methodology
are presented in the following chapters.

(a) Morphometry of the reservoir

(b) Water analysis

(c) Soil analysis

(d) Meteorological observations

(e) Primary productivity

(f) Plankton

(g) Larger aquatic plants

(h) Bottom biota

(i) Observations on existing fishing operations

(j) Experimental fishing

(k) Fishery biology

(1)Fish population dynamics

(m) Management policy

2 PHYSICAL AND MORPHOr~TRIC FEATURES OF'THB RESERVOIR

A correct knowledge of fish production per unit area or
volume is very important both for assessing the productivity
of a reservoir and for comparing it with those of other re
servoirs. For this purpose certain morphometric data of the
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reservoir are required to be collected. Since reservoirs are
artificial impoundments, data on reservoir topography, index
mapping, area capacity curve etc., are generally available
with reservoir authoritios. Geological information required
on the catchment area of a partiC1.1larreservoir is also gene
rally available with component authorities.

2.1 ~ral ,morphometr;!.cmeas1f!Z..~.ffi§.;~

The details required under this head are

1. Level (M.S.L.), area (ha) and volume (m.c.ft.)

For (i) river bed (only level)

(ii) dead storage

(iii) Full reservoir

2. Catchment area - (i) Type

(ii) Area with average rainfall

3. Rivers & streams falling - Name, Length

4. Fish farms - Number and area

2.2 Reservoir elevation

Collect the following information

Dam - (i) Type

(ii) Length

(iii) Height upto spillway

(iv) Height upto crest level

(v) No. & size of sluice gates

(vi) No. & size of river bed sluices

2.3 Catchment are~

1. Copy out an Index map pertaining to reservoir
which will give catchment area in sq km

2. Geological data relating to the catchment area
may be procured from tho competent authorities.
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2.4 Submerged contours of reservoir

Details of submerged contours such as are generally
incorporated in the Project reports pertaining to the ~eser
voir would suffice for limnological/fishory purposes. Prepare
an area - capacity curve which gives in a nutshell the areas
and corresponding capacities of contours.

2.5 Derived meas~es on morphometry

Compute the following derived measureS

2.5.1 Length of the shore line

This measure may be derived from reservoir
maps, if suitable data are otherwise not available.

(a) Method I

Pin an inelastic thread along the reservoir
boundary line on a large map and from the length of the
thread, derive the length of the shore line making use of
the scale of the map.

(b) Method II

The length of the shore line can be determined
with the help of a divider.

2.5.2 Shore development

This parameter is frequently required to know
how regular or irregular a shore line is.

(a) Method I

1. Represent shore line of reservoir in terms of
map scale.

2. Represent area also in terms of same map
scale.

3. Describe a circle (in terms of map scale
units) that has an equal area of reservoir.

4. Divide the shore line length by the circum
ference of the circle.
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5. The quotient is 1 if a reservoir has shore
line in the form of a circle which is a re
mote possibility. The extent to which the
ratio is above 1 depends upon how irregular
the shore line is.

(b) Method II

as follows :
A simpler way of deriving shore development is

Shore development =
~

S = length of shore line

a = area of reservoir

1'" = 3. 141 59

2.5.3 Volume development

s
/aTr

1"-6there,

Volume development is an index expressing
the form of the water 'mass or the basin. To derive this,the
following data ,are required :

1. Volume of the reservoir

2. The volume of a cone whose area of base is
equal to the surface area of the reservoir
and whose hoight is equal to the maximum
depth of reservoir

3. Divide tho volume of reservoir by the d$ri
ved volume of cone as indicated in 2

4. The quotient is less than unity if the re
servoir basin walls are essentially convex
towards the water. The quotient is more than
unity if the reservoir basin walls are con
cave towards the water.

3 I!1]ATERLEVEL AND INFL01:J-OUTFLOitl DATA

1. Mean monthly reservoir level with maximum- and mini-
mum (in metres)

2. Annual fluctuations of water level (in metres)

3. Monthly inflow into reservoir (t.cu~m)

4. Monthly outflow from reservoir (t.cu.m)
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4 SAMPLING, METHODS OF COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES

4.1 General sampling procedure for different collections

(a) Zonal demarcations for sampling

It is desirable that reservoirs are demarcated

into suitable sampling zones and this will necessitate de
tailed studies on reservoir topogr~phy, physico-chemical fea
tures and fauna and flora at the co~mencement of the investi
gations. To arrive at suitable zonal demarcations, it is
necessary that the reservoir is arbitrarily divided into a
number of transvers zones, each approximately of 0.5 to 2 kID
width depending on the area of the reservoir and these stu
died contour-wise (say, in terms of 2 metre contours : these
may be reduced or enlarged according to requirements). In
sampling, due attention should be given to lotic (riverine)
zone, intBrmediate zone and lentic zones of reservoir, bays,
shallow areas, vicinities of protected and exposed shores,
islands, swampy areas etc. Special attention should also be
given to certain physico-chemical features like vertical
series of temperatures,' dissolved oxygen, pH, free CO2 etc.
Detailed studies of fauna and flora taking into considera
tion the above biotopic niches carried out seasonally (say,
summer, monsoon and winter) for a year would provide the
basic data on which sampling zones and sampling frequency
can be formulated.

The following sampling outline is suggested for
plankton, bottom biota, larger aquatic plants and catch esti
mates.

(b) Sampling procedure for net plankton

Vertical plankton hauls should be taken from
lotic (riverine), intermediate and lentic zones of the reser
voir, covering all contours from the bottom. Non-net plank
ton sample shall be collected from various depths (say 1 m
to 2 m intervals of depth) covering all contours. The s8~ples
from contours under each zone should be strictly on random
basis. In sampling for plankton due attention-should be given
to sheltered. areas, exposed shore, etc. in addition to cer
tain physico-chemical features mentioned under headline
"Zonal demarcations for sampling". The samples may be taken
once a fortnight. -
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(c) Sampling prodedure for bottom biota

The bathymetric distribution of bottom biota is
governed by both depth and nature of substrata. Here also
sampling may be done depthwise from lotic, intermediate and
lentic zones. Each depth stratum, under different zones
should be sampled randoml;9:.In this manner natural variabi~:i.t
lity due to differences between stratum is automatically
eliminated from sampling error. Samples may be taken once a
month or seasonally or even annually (depending on the life
history of the bottom animalS).

(d) Sampling procedure for larger aquatic plants

The sampling procedure for larger aquatic
plants is similar to the one given for bottom biota. The'
samples may be taken once a month or seasonally.

(e) Estimatiori of fish yield, species and size-
composition .

Find out the number of landing centres/godowns/
marketing centres for the fishery of the reservoir. It may
be noted by observation whether fish landed in the above cen
tres represent distinct fishmng zones corresponding to vari
ous sectors of reservoir. Two days sampling per week may be
allotted to each of the sectors for estim3tion of yield
(which should include all fishes, commercial and non-commer
cial) choosing the days purely on ramdon basis. The days e.l1
allotted for estimation of.catch may also be used for studies
o.f species and size composition of fishes.

In reservoirs whore actual date to date zono
wise total catches are av.ailablo the same may be recorded
without recourse to sampling.

(f) Size of the sampling unit

Be it sampling for plankton or bottom biota or
spawn collection or even for experimental sampling for fish,
it is necessary to know the role of size of sampling units
in sampling. Leaving aside the economics and other cor~lde
rations, it is a general principle that for a particular
amoill1tof material sampled, greater accuracy is achieved by
making each sampling unit as small in size.as possible and
having a correspondingly large number of sampling units.
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(g) Randon sampling' and sampling error

Since considerable importance is given to
random sampling in fisheries investigations, it is desira
ble to have a general idea as to what is random sampling and
what is sampling error. To outline them briefly' :

1. Each'unit of population (in the statisti
cal sen~e) has an equal chance of being included in the sam
ple and each sampling unit is selected independently of the
other sampling units.

2. The sample is capable of providing unbiassed
estimates of the characteristics of the population.

3. Sampling error is inversely proportional to
the square root of the number of units in the sample.

4.2 G~~eral instructions on the depth-oriented observa
tions and collection of samples for wa~er analysis

Depth sounding and observation post location

Though details of reservoir topography are nor
mally available ready-made with reservoir authorities, there
are many observations in reservoir fisheries research which
are depth-oriented. For example, depth details and locations
are required for sampling points. The following method may
be adopted for depth sounding and location of observation
centre :

1. Sounding for depths may be done by 'sound
ing leads'. A 3 kg lead may be used for depths lees than 9
metres and a 10 kg lead for greater depths. Use rope wire in
the latter case •.. --

2. Express sounding in actual and in terms of
m.s.l.

3. Location of sounding positions ~ay be done
by sextant with telescopic sight tube. If any of the other
complicated methods of 'location findings' is followed, it
is desirable that assistance be taken from personnel trained
in survey methods.
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4. In the event of any of the above facilities
for locating observation posts, not being available, the same
may be located approximately with reference to land marks.

(Note : If sonic devices like echo
sounder are available, the
same may be used for depth
soundings)

4.3 Precautions for collection 0:( J!.a.iIT_samples for
Qhemical analysi~

1 •

2.

3.

4.

5.

The time lapse between collection of sample and
analysis should not normally exceed 72 hours.

Keep the sampie in the dark and at low tempe
rature if possible.

If preservatives are added (say, acid or other,
germicide), such preservatives should be clearly
mentioned, along with analysis data.>

Determination of temperature, pH and dissolved·
gases should alwaYS be carried out in the field,
as otherwise, changes are almost inevitable by
the time the samples reach the laboratory.

Time lapse may cause changes in pH-alkalinity
carbon dioxide balance resulting in the precipi
tatiOl'iof calci1L"llcarbonate and decrease in the

values for calcium and for total alka~~mity.

6. Microbiological activity, should there be delay
in analysis, may cause changes ,in the nitrate ~
nit~ite - ammonia balance in addition to decrea
ses in p~enols and BOD.

7. Suspended matter in the water should be separa
ted by decantation, centrifuging or py filtra
tion.

8. [n reservoirs, in initial stages of investiga-
'tions, ,it i~ desirable to have separate samples
for various zones in relation. to depths~. But
subsequeptly, if such & procedure is not warra
,nted,a ~composite sample' representing
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the above would do. Either Friedinger or
Kemmerer water sampler may be used-

9. Fortnightly sampling is desirable.

10. As a general rule results of chemical analysis
of water are expressed as milligrams per litre
(mg/l) or milliequivalents per litre {me/I).
The me/I is obtained by dividing the concen
tration expressed in mg/l by the equivalent
weight of the ion or the compound.

5. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF WATER

5.1 QgI!§ctionof water samples

Water samples are collected in different ways for
different items of analysis. For dissolved gases, undue agi
tation, bubbling or mixing with air and other gases or en
trainment of gas or air bubbles are to be avoided. A Kemmerer,
Friedinger or Foerst type sampler may be used for collection.
After collection, the water is let out through a rubber tube
fixed to the bottom of the sampler which again is connected
to a glass tube. The glass tube is slowly let into the sample
bottle and water is allowed to fill in the bottle. For D. O.
sample the water should be allowed to overflow at IBast three
times the volume of the bottle taking care to avoid all bub
bles. When such a sampler is not available and surface samp
les only are taken water may be collected by a l~rge beaker
or a plastic bucket and transferred to sam~le bottles by a
siphon tube. The sample for dissolved oxygen should be fixed
immediately after collection and preferably analysed on the
spot. Analysis for carbon dioxide should be done immediately
after collection and sample for free ammonia should be ana
lysed on the spot or fixed with a few drops of sulphuric acid
and taken to laboratory. Total alkalinity also should be done
soon after collection because the loss of carbon dioxide from
water may give different results if analysed later on. For
more stable constituents of water, samples may be collected
in a clean glass bQttle, fixed with a few drops of chloroform
or toluene and taken to laboratory but in no case the analysis
should be delayed for more than seventy two hours. A represen
tative sampling is usually done by collecting samples from a
number of places and mixing them together to get a composite
sample. This, however, cannot be done for dissolved gases for
which separate sampling has to be done in the difforent ~
depths. Determination of temperature, turbidity and pH should
also be done on tho spot.
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Analysis of condition and constituents of water
which are of primary importance are described below

5.2 ~mperature

Temperature plays an important role in limnolo
gical studies. It is usually determined by a centtgrade
thermometer in 0.1°C or when more accuracy is desired a
thermometer graduated in 0.01°C may be used.

1. ~face water temperatures may be determined by
collecting the water in a large plastic container and dipp
ing the thapmometer directly into the water, keeping it
steady for about a minute and then noting the temperature.
Temperature for water samples may be determined immediately
after collection. As the solubility of oxygen is dependent OD
on temperature it should be noted for the dissolved oxygen
samples before fixing.

2. Subsurface temperature may be determined accu
rately by a reversing thermometer. This thermometer can be
placed in any deSired depth from a boat and by means of a
trigger arrangement the thermometer is reversed at that point
when the mercury column becomes fixed. It can then be taken
up, temperature noted and the thermometer is reset for ano
ther observation. Indicate the temperature after effecting
necessary corrections to the reading.

The mean temnerature of the reservoir is derived
from the vertical temperature records (i) by adding the temp
eratures limiting the upper (t1) and lower (t2) limits of.
each submerged stratum and dividing by 2 as t1 + t2 (ii) mul-

~ tiplying the above (a) by the percent by - 2 volume of
each substratu~ in the volume of reservoir, being designated

, here as P(b) summating all terms .tL._+._.t2corresponding to
each stratum v-rhichconstitutes .~:"" P the mean tempera-'''1
ture. ~

5.3 lurbidj. tY.

Of the several methocts used for the determination
of turbidity the most accurate one is the photo-electric
method but for field tests both Secchi Disc and U.S. Geologi
cal Survey turbidimeter can be used with fair accuracy.
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(i) A standard Secchi Disc Consists of a circu
lar metal plate 20 em in diameter, the upper surface of which
is divided into four equal quadrants, each of them being
painted black and white alternately while the lower side of
the. plate is painted black to eliminate reflection of light
from that side. The disc is lowered on the graduated line in
to the water and th~ depth (d1) at which it disappears is
noted. Now the disc is lifted slowly and the depth (d2) at
which the disc reappears is noted. The reading d1 + d2 in em "
gives a measure of light penetration and is known 2 ~as
Secchi disc transparency.

(ii) In U.S. Geological Survey method, two thin
platinum wires, one relatively thicker t~an the other, are
fixed in a metal ring, perpendicular to which is attached a
metal rod graduated in mm. The water for turbidity determina
tion is collected in a tall glass cylinder and the turbidi
meter is slowly dipped into it until, looking from above the
relatively thinner wire just disappears while the other wire
remains visible. The reading can be expressed as romwhich de
notes inverse of turbidity or transparency of water or it may
be converted to turbidity expressed as parts per million of
silica using the U.S. Geological Survey Turbidimeter CODver
sion table.

A still simpler modification of this method can be
used with sufficient accuracy in the field. A bright metal
pin is fixed at the end of a half meter scale and at right
angles to it and it is dipped slowly into the water directly
or collected in a tall glass cylinder till, while looking
from above the pin just disappears from sight. The reading of
~anle at water surface is noted in mm and converted to turbi
dity as ppm of silica with the help of the same table given
below :

U.S. GeOlogical Survey Tl~bidimeter Conversion Table

Tu:rhid.ime1:;er;Turbid-i.ty--:~Tu:rb:ldime~ter--: Turbidity
reading (mm) : ppm (Si02) : reading (mm) : ppm (Si02)
_ ... , t ~.__. t

1
,2 ,3__,4--.-- I,-~•....I --L

20
100064170

22

90067160

24

80069150

26

70073140

28

60078130
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contd. iit 1

f2--i-
3

0" •••-

4
----,, ,I~~---'---.;.. __ ...1..-____ -'---

30 55083120

32

50088110
34

45096105
37

400100100

~

39
38010595

40
36010890

41
35011385

(,

4234011880
43

32012575
44

31013570

45

30014665
46

29015660
47

28016655
48

26018150
49

25019845
50

24021840

52

23024535
54

22028130
56

21032625
58

20039020
60

19049010
62

180 ._..-
.f- (-))

~-'5~4 pH

..,

There are various methods for determining water pH •I
These may be broadly divided as electrometric and colorime-. tric •

i) Portable electric pH meter with glass electrodes
and operated by batteries can be used in the field with good
amount of precision. The sample is taken in a clean beaker
and the electrodes, which should be thoroughly cleaned and
wiped dry "ldth filter paper, are dipped into it. The instru
ment is now operated according to the instructions associate~
with it and the indicating pointer records the pH directly.
A calibration of the scale may be necessary with a buffer
solution supplied with the instrument.
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ii) Colorimetric methods which are more widely used
can be taken up for clear water with sufficient accuracy but
difficult to use for highly turbid or coloured waterJ though
such waters are often made sufficiently clear by stirring
them with a little neutral barium sulphate, allo1<Tingto set
tle and then decanting the clear liquid. At times, however,
they present considerable difficulties and the results suffer
from inaccuracy.

The principle of colorimetric estimation of pH is
to develop colour in the sample with an indicator dye and to
compare this with colour of glass discs, colour charts or
coloured buffer solutions.

The indicators used with range of pH are given below

Indicator "pH range

Bromo phenol blue

3.0 - 4.6

Bromo cresol green

3.8 -·5.4

Bromo cresol purple

5.2 - 6.8

Bromo thymol blue

6.0 - 7.6

Phenol red

6.8 - 8.4

Cresol red

7.2 - 8.8

Thymol blue

8.0 - 9.6

Place 10 ml of the sample in a small clear glass
tube and add 0- 5 ml of indicator. To know which of the above
indicators is to be used a preparatory test with a universal
indicator may be done which gives a very approximate value ,
of the pH; otherwise phenol red would be used first and theJ;1 :;\
if necessary indicators for higher or lower ranges. As the
pH of inland waters g.c;n6.raiiliy;:,varte8.'i..p;etweon oo0·:>.md"'.9.'l6stho
use of three indicators viz., Bromo thymol blue9 ~honol red
and Thymol blue may be sufficient~ After adding the indica-
tor to the sample 9 it is stirrod gently and the colour deve
loped is matched against colour discs in a comparator or
standard colour charts, in the absence of which buffer solu
tions of different pH values may be prepared, treated simi
larly with indicators and kept in sealed tubes for compari
son.

5.5. !1~alinity

In water analysis generally three types of alkali
nities are differentiated vize9 hydroxide alkalinity, car-

.\

. \
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bon~te alkalinity and bicarbonate alkalinity. TheSB ~re
determined by using separately two indicators, phenolphtha
lein and methyl orange for estimation of alkalinity. The
alkalinities so determined are called Ip' and 'M' and then'
with the help of formulae cont3ining P·and M, the three
t~pes of alk31inities are determined. For all practical pur~
poses however methyl orange alkalinity known as M.O.A. gives
a measure of the acid combining capacity of the water.

Reagen~s

(a) 0.02 N H2S04 : Measure out 30.0 ml of conc. H2S04 sp.

gr. 1.84 to one litre of distilled water to get approximately
1 N stock solution. To make 0.2 N solution take 20 ml of this
stock solution and. dilute to one litre. Check this standard

againstOO02 N Na2C03.

(b) Phenolphthalein indicato~: .5 percent solution in
50% alcohol

(c) ~yl orange indicator : .05 percent aquous solu
tion

(d) ~tandE',rd.02 ,,1T N~2C03 :

Dissolve 5.3 gm anhydrous 'and carefully desiccated

Na2C03 in one litre distilled water. This is .1 N Na2C03
stock solution. DJ.lute 50 ml of this .1 N Na2C03 to 250 ml
to give .02 Na2C03.

Procedure .

(i) Phenolphthalein alkalinity (P-L

Take 50 ml of the samnle in a conical flask placed
over a white porcelain tile or- in a ",hite procelai'n basin.
Add 2 drops of phenolphthalein indicator. If the sample re
mains colourless P = O. If the sample turns pink titrate with

.02 N Ff2S04 from a.bili'etteto a colourless ."..end point .•

P (as ppm CaC03) = No. of ml of .02 N H2S04 X 20

(ii) Methyl orange alkalin~1Y (M)

J?roceed in the same ,.way as before using methyl
orange as fndicntor9 the end point being indicated by a
colour change from yellOW to faint orange.
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5.6 Dissolved. oxY~en

After collection, the sample should be fixed
immediately and taken to laboratory for analysis or may be
analysed on the spot.

Reagents

(a) ~kaline iodide : Dissolve 700 gms of pure
potassium hydroxide and 150 gms of reegent quality potassium
iodide in 750 ml of distilled water. 0)01 and make up to one
litre.

(b) Man~nous sulphate : Place 480 gros of MnS04
4H20 in a large beaker and add 250 ml of distilled water.
Pour the solution into a one litre flask. Continue addition
of water to the beaker until all the manganous sulpha~e is
dissolved. Make up to one litre with distilled water.

(c) Concentrated sulph~.ic_acid (Sp. gr. 1.84)0.P.

(d) .025 N sodium thiosulphate : Dissolve 24.82

gms of crystalline Na2S203. 5H20 in 700 ml distilled water,
add 4 gms of borax (NafrB407 10H20) as a stabiliser? when
borax has dissolved maKe upto one litre with distilled water.

This gives .1 N Na2S203. Keep it in a brown-glass stoppered
bottle. This stock solution has to be standardised against

.1 N K2Cr207 solution.

Dry crystalline potassium dichromate in an
oven at 125°0, cool and weigh accurately 4.904 gm and disso
lve it in distilled water to make one litre. Place 25 ml of
this solution in a 250 ml conical flask, add one ml of alka
line iodide reagent, acidify with 2 ml concentrated H2S04
and titrate the iodine liberated with .1 N Na2S203 adding
starch as indicator near the end point, completing the tit
ration when the blue coloured solution suddenly turns colour
less. Adjust the strength of the thiosulpha1e to exactly.1
N. Take 125 ml of this .1 N stock solution and dilute it to

500 ml to get .025 N Na2S203. ,-

(e) Starch solution: Add 30 ml of 20% NaOH solu
tion to a suspension of 2 gm powdered starch in 350 ml of
distilled water. Stir the suspension until a thick syrupy,
almost clear solution is obtained. Neutralise· the alkali with
Hal using litmus as indicator. Acidify with one ml glacial
acetic acid. This starch solution is very stable.
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Procedure

Remove carefully the stopper of the 100 ml sample
bottle, add one ml of manganous sulphate reagent and one ml
of alkaline iodide reagent by means of one ml pipette dipped
to. the bottom of the bottle and slowly drawing out as the
reagents are added. Replace the stopper and invert the bottle
three or four times for a thorough mixing of the reagents.
A flocculant precipitate will be formed which will settle at
the bottom. If the precipitate is whitish in colour, oxygen
is very poor; light brown colour indicates poor oxygen while
brown to red brown colour means medium to high dissolved oxy
gen. For quantitative estimation add one ml of conca H2S04
to dissolve the precipitate. Transfer 50 ml of this solution
to a conical flask placed on white background and add .025

N Na2S20? drop by drop till the colour turns pale yellow whenone ml of starch solution is added to give a blue colour and
the titratiOn is completed by turning it colourless.

ppm of dissolved oxy
gen

5.7 Dissolved free carbo~ dioxi~

As this is liable to escape easily from the sample,
analysis should be done immediately after collection on the
site •.

Reagent
N

(a) 44 NaOH : Prepare .1 NaOH by dissolving about 4
gros of A.R. quality sodium hydroxide pellets and standardise
it against .1 N H2S04 using phenol~hthalein as indicator.
Dilute 100 ml of this .1 N solution to 440 ml with distilled
water. This is N NaOH solution.

44

Procedure

Take 50 ml of the sample in a Nessler's tubeSadd- two
drops of phenolphthalein reagent. If the. water turns pink,
there is no free carbon dioxide. v'lhenthe water remains colour
less add -E- NaOH drop b~ drop from a 10ml graduated pipette

44
with a very gentle stirring with a glass rod till the-colour
turns pink.

No. of ml of 4~ NaOH required X 20 = ppm of free CO2
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5.8 Nitrogen

5.8.1 Ammonia nitrogen

For accurate determination of ammonia nit

rogen, sample should be fixed with a few drops of sulphuric
acid and the estimation done at the laboratory by distilla

..tion method but direct nesslerisation on the spot may be

.done with sufficiently accurate results.

Reagents

(a) Nessler solution: Dissolve 100 gm anhydrous
mercuric iodide and 70 gm potassium iodide in a small quan
tity of ammonia free distilled water and add this mixture
slowly, with stirring to cold solution of 100 gm NaOH in
500 ml of ammonia-free water. Dilute to one litre and keep

. ,in a brown coloured bottle in a cool place.

(b) S~9ndard NH4Cl solution ~ Dissolve 3.819 gm
anhydrous rill4clin ammonia-free distilled water and dilute
to one litre (1 ml = 1 mg N). This is a stock solution.
Dilute 10 ml of this to one litre with ammonia-free distilled

water (1 ml =' ~01 mg N).

(c) Ammonia-free distilled water : This can be
prepared by redistilling distilled water-Which has been
treated with a slight excess of bromine and allowed to stand
overnight.

(d) Ihosphate buffer (pH ~.4) : Dissolve in disti
lled water 14~3 gm anhydrous monobasic potassium phosphate
KH2P04 and 68.8 gm anhydrous dibasic potassium phosphate
K2HP04 and dilute to one litre with ammonia-free water.

Procedure

(i) Direct Nesslerisation : Place 50 ml of the
sample in a Nessler tuba-and 50 ml-of a~nonia-free distilled
water in another tube. Add 2 ml of Nessler reagent in each.

Now add standard NH4CI solution in small instalments in the
distilled water, each time comparing the colour developed
with the colour of the sample tube till a final matching is
obtained. Repeat the procedure second time qdding 1m4cl
standard just a little less than required for matching,wait
for five mi~utes and obtain final matching by adding the re

quired quantity of 1~4Cl solution as before.

(
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No. of ml of NH4Cl solution X .01 X 20 = ppm of ammonia
.. nitrogen

(ii) Distillation method: Thoroughly clean'one
500 ml distillation flask, by distilling ammonia-free dis
tilled water in it till the distillate shows negative re
suIt with Nessler solution. Now distil 500 ml of "rater sam
ple after adding 10 ml of phosphate buffer and collect 200
ml of distillate~ Place 50 ml of distillate in a Nessler's
tube and proceed in the same way as before.

No. of ml of NH4Cl solution X .01 X 4 X 2 = ppm of ammo
nia nitrogen

5.8";2 Nitrate nitrogen

Nitrate nitrogen may be determined in the
laboratory in the sample fixed with chloroform or toluene.

Reagents

(a) Phenol disulphonic acid : Dissolve 25 gm phenol
in 150 ml A.R. grade sulphuric acid in a flask, add 7.5 ml
fuming sulphuric acid and heat on water bath for 2 hours.
Keep in a dark bottle.

(b) Aluminium sul~hate: 10% solution

(c) 12 N NaOH : Dissolve 480 gillof A.R.grade so
dium hydroxide pellets in distilled water and make up to
one litre.

(d) Sta~dard KN03~ution (1 ml = .001 mg N) :

Dissolve .722 gm of KNO~ in distilled waterand make up to one litre. This stock solution contains .1 mg
N per mI. Dilute 10 ml of this solution to one litre contain
ing .001 mg N per mI.

Procedure

Evaporate to dryness 50 ml of the sample in a white
porcelain basin on "Tater ,bath. Cool and add 2 ml of phenol
disulphonic acid drop by drop and rub it. thoroughly "\tTith a
glass rod. Wait for about 5 minutes and add 2 ml of alumi
nimum sulphate solution. Nm'l add. 12 N NaOH solution slowly
with stirring until it is alkaline. If nitrate is present
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a yellow colour will appear.' Remove aluminium hydroxide by
filtration. Proceed similarly with standard nitrate solution
as for ammonia determination.

No. of ml of standard nitrate solution requires X .001
X 20 = ppm Nitrate - N.

5.9 Dissolved inorganic phosph~

Phosphate also may be determined in the laboratory
in the samples fixed with chloroform.

Reagents

(a) Sulph1.Y'icacid (50%)

(b) Ammonium molybdate (10%)

(c) Acid molybdate reagent : This must be prepared
fresh at the time of analysis. Add 15 ml of 50% of H2S04 to
5 ml of 10% ammonium molybdate solution.

(d) Stannous chloride solution: Dissolve 2.15 gm
A.R. quality stannous chloride (SnC12_ 2H20) in 20 ml of
cone. c.p. hydrochloric acid. When the solution is complete
add sufficient distilled water to make 100 ml and place a
small piece of mosy metallic tin in the bottle.

(e) Standa.r.Q....J;;lhosphatesolution (1 ml = .01 mg p):
Dissolve 4.388 gm of monobasic potassium phosphate (KH2P04)
which has been dried over sulphuric acid, in phosphate-free
distilled water and make upto one litre. Place in a stoppered
brown bottle. This stock solution contains 1 mg P per mI.
Dilute 10 ml of this solution to one litre containing .01 mg
P per 'ml.

Procedure

Place 50 ml of the sample in a Nessler tube, add 2
ml of acid-ammonium molybdate reagent and mix by gentle stir
ring, add 2 drops of stannous chloride, ~ix gently, wait for
five minutes and match the blue colour developed with stan
dards pr~pared in phosphate free distilled water similarly as
for nitrate.

No. of ml of standard phosphate X .01 X 20 = ppm of P.
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5.10 ~~solved organic matter

As an index of solublo organic matter in the water,
oxygen consumed from permanganate may be determined, in the
filtered sample after removing the particulate organic matter.

Reagents

(a) ~andard KMnOa_solution (1 ml = .1 mg 02) :.Dissolved .4 gm KMn04 in distilled water and make up to one
litre. One ml of this solution = .1 mg 02- This solution
should be standardised against ammonium oxalate solution in
acid medium so that 1 ml of K}1n04 = 1 ml of ammonium oxalate.

(b) St~ndard ~-oxalate solution_: Dissolve .888
gm of am-oxalate in distilled water and make up to one litre
(1 ml of this solution = .1 mg of 02).

(c) Dilute s12J.-.l2.hw'ic~cid (1 : 3) : Add 100 ml of
conc. c.p. sulphuric acid slowly into 300 ml of distilled
water.

Procedure

Place 50 ml of the sample in a 250 ml conical flask

and acidify with 5 ml dilute H2S04. Add 10 ml of st8ndard
KFffi04solution and keep it in a bath of boiling water for 30
minutes. Remove it and add :10 ml of am-oxalate solution. The
pink colour of permanganato will disappear, Now add standard
KMn04 solution drop by drop from a 10 ml graduated pipette
till the colour just reappears. If the pink colour disnppears
while heating in water bath the procedure is to ;:;erepeated
with 20 ml K¥~04 solution or more if necessary.

No. of ml of K}!n04 solution required X .1 X 20 = ppm 02
consumed.

5.11 ~lcium and m~nesi.~

Th9 total alkalinity of water gives a fair idea of
its calcium and magnesium contents but these can be deter
mined accurately by versenate method.

Reagents

(a) 8-tandar~sodiu~ vey~enate : Dissolve 2.5 gm
sodium versenate in 2 litres of distilled water. Add 13.5
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ml N NaOH. Dilute to 2.5 litres and adjust by titration
against standard Ca++ solution so that 1 ml = .1 mg Ca++
using Eriochrome Black T as indicator.

(b) Indicator for Ca + Mg : Add 1 gm Eriochrome
Black T and 1 ml N Na2 C03 solution in 30 ml distilled water,
mix together and make upto 100 ml with isopropyl alcohol.

(c) Indicator for Ca (solid) : .2 gm am-purpurate
and 100 gm of NaCl are ground together in a mortar and kept
dry.

(d) N NaOH solution

(e) ~fer solution : (i) add 40 gm borax in 800

ml distilled water (ii) 10 gm NaOH and 5 gm Na2S. 9H20 in100 ml distilled water. Mix the two solutions and dilute to
one litre.

(f) Standard Ca++ solutiQn_(stoc~ : 125 gm pure
calcium carbonate is added to 100 ml distilled water + 25 ml
of .1 N HCl. The solution is made upto one litre. 1 mlof
this solution = .05 mg of Ca++.

Procedure

(i) Calcium alone; A standard end point is first
prepared by diluting 10 ml of standard stock of Ca++ solu
tion to 100 ml with distilled water adding 2 ml N NaOH and
.2 gm calcium indicator to which 5 ml of versenate solution
is slowly added from a pipette 'so that the indicator assumes
the end point colour. 100 ml of the unknown sample is now
treated in the same way except that the addition of verse
nate is continued until the tint of the unknown solution
matches with that of the standard prepared.

No. of illlof versenate required = ppm of Ca++

(ii) 9alcium + r'1agnesi~: 100 ml of the water
sample is slightly acidified with .01 N HCl equivalent to
the alkalinity and boiled •• .5ml of buffer solution is added
and about 5 drops of Eriochrome Black T indicator. The sample
is then titrated with standard versenate solution.

(No. of ml of versenate required for Ca + Mg - No. of
ml of versenate required for Ca) X .61=ppm of Mg
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Silicate in water can be determined easily by co
lorimetric methods l~sing a~tificial standards.

Reagents,

(a) ~~~~d picric a~id solution10~.8 mg/litre
or Standard potassiUlllchromate solution 284 mg7litre. Both
are equivalent to .1 mg Si per mI.

(b) 1.Q% AmplOph?IDMol:Y:l2.~.tesolution

(c) 25% Sulphuric Acj:£l(by volume)

Procedure

(i) Dilute 1 ml picric 2cid solution (a) to" 100·
ml with water to be tested in order that the water colour

shall be the sane in standard and sample. This standard is
then equivalent to .001 mg Si per mI.

(ii) To 50 ml ~b s~le in a Nessler tube add 2
ml Am-molybdate solution and ~5 ml 25% H2S04~ Stir and allovi
to stand for 10 minutes.

(iii) Match the colO'lr of the sample and the stan
dard following the usual procedures.

No. of illlof standard X .001 X 20 = mg Si per litre

5.13 ppecific-.£.Q.nduci;ivitX: Specific conductivity effers
a quick and convenient mf?tho.9.=..Jorthe determination of the
dissolved salts in water collectively, the cond.~ctance of an"
electrolyt~in solution being almost directly proportional

, to the ionic strength of that solution and the total conduc
tivity is equal to the SlJ.ID of the several conductivities re
sulting from the various ionisable salts present.

Proced1,lre

Specific conductivity is generally determined by a
Wheatstone bridge in which a variable resistance can be ad
justed so that it is equal to the resistance of the--unknown
solution between two platinised elect~ode~ of a standardised
conductivity cell.
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/ (1) Take .02N KCl solution in a small beaker (2)
Submerge the electrodes 1 cm below the surface of the solu
tion (3) Establish the cell and fluid at a constant tempe
rature (25°C) (4) Adjust the variable resistance (R) so
thnt it is equal to the resistance of the cell which is
generally given as .002765 at 25°C (5) Determine cell cons
tant (C) from the relation 1X C = K or C =! (6) Repeat

R 1/R
the procedure with water sample instead of standard KCl so

lution to get the cell resistance Rt. The specific conductivity of the water sample = 1X C tin reciprocal ohms or

mho). As these values are R1 generally very gmall for
natural waters, the results are expressed as 10- mhos at
25°0. The specific conductivity is reported in the follow
ing way : Eg.

140 X 10-6 mho at 25°C

6. PHYSICAL AND CHEIvUCAL ANALYSIS OF SOIL

6.1 Collection of soil samples

Collection of representative and composite samples
of soil is as important as the analysis of sample itself.
Any error during sampling (other than sampling variations)
cannot be corrected at a later stage and even if the analysis
is done very precisely, the results become erroneous because
of error from bia§. For collection of soil from lake bottoms,
Ekman dredge for soft soils or Petersen grab for hard earth
are generally employed.

The nmnber of samples to be collected from an area
depends upon the variability of the soil quality in the area
studied. Minimum five samples should be collected from each
contour of each sector of the reservoir. After collection

the samples are mixed thoroughly to get a uniform composite
samples, of at least 5 kg in weight. The samples are air dried
in shade, ground to fine powder by gently pressing with a
wooden hammer, strained through 2 mm siove and again air dried.
The percentage of moisture in the soil is determined by drying
the so~l in an Oven at 103°C. Analysis is done with the air
dried samples and results are expressed on oven dry basis.

6.2 Mechanical analysi~

This gives an idea of the texture of the soil. It
consists essentially of two operations viz. dispersion of the
soil ahd grading the dispersed particles into size groups.

>:
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(i) H:ydrometer method : A special type of hydro
meter known as Bouyoucos hydrometer is used for this analy
sis.

Reagent

.5 N sodium oxalate solution

Procedure

Place 100 gm of air dry soil in a 500 ml conical
flask, add 15 ml .5 N sodiu~ oxalate and 200 ml distilled
water and shake for one hour. Transfer the contents to a
1000 ml tall cylinder and make up the volume. Dip the hydro
meter in the liquid after 5 minutes of sedimentation and the
percentage of clay + silt is noted. The percentage of ,',clay
can be similarly determined by noting the hydrometer read
ing after 2 hours. As the hydrometer is graduated in gms per
litre, its reading gives directly the percentage of suspen
ded matter when 100 gm of soil is taken. Percentage of sand
is obtained by deducting percentage of clay + silt from 100,
simila.rlypercentage of clay is subtracted from that of clay
+ silt ct~ get the percentage of silt.

(ii) Qra.vimetric method

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

- (e)

Hydrogenrperoxide (6.0%)

N HLdrochloric acid

N So~ium hydroxide solution

Silver nitrate solution (5%)

~~roonium hydroxide solution

(concentrated )

Proc.edure

Take 20 gros of soil in a 400 ml beaker, add 35 ml
H202 to it keeping the beaker in a water bath; when the re
aptian is over add more H202 till no more frothing takes
place. Cool, add 50 ml N Hel and .200 ml distilled water to
make the soil free of carbonates. Allow' the content to
stand for an hour with occasional stirring. Fiiter the soil

and wash fre~ of acid with hot water, tested by AgN01 solution. Transfer the soil to one litre beaker, add 8 ml N NaOH

I
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solution and shake for 20 minutes in a mechanical shaker.
Transfer the content to a 1000 ml tall cylinder, make up
the volume and shake vigorously for one minute and allow
to stand for 4 minutes. Lower a 20 ml pipette, 10 cm deep
and suck out 20 ml of the content, dry it in a 50 ml'beaker
to a constant weight to get the wt of clay + silt. Repeat
the operation after 6 hours to get the wt of clay alone.
Now the percentage of sand, silt and clay are calculated
in the same way as before •.

To get the percentage of soluble matter in the
soil the filtrate after acid treatment may be concentrated
and iron and aliminium oxides precipitated by ammonia may
be finally filtered, dried, ignited and weig~ed.

6.3 Pli
(i) Electrometric method : This method gives

direct reading and because of its accuracy and rapidity it
is considered the best.

Procedure

Take 10 gm of soil in a 50 ml beaker and add 25
ml of glass distilled water (soil: water ratio as 1 :2.5).
The suspension is stirred at regular intervals for 20 mi
nutes. Now the pH meter is set, electrodes are immersed into
the samples and the pH detel~ined. These pH meters are most
ly direct readings recording pH in .1 unit intervals.

(ii) Colorimetric method : Colorimetric indicators
are most useful for field testing kit and for soil testing
laboratories. Though approximate, they give satisfactory re
sults if properly and carefully used.

Reagents

(1) Neutral Barium sulphate A.R. grade.

(2) Indicator solutions (ref. sec. 5.4)

Procedure

Place a layer of neutral barium sulphate 1 em
thick in a 50'ml dry t8St tube, add 10 gm of air dry powdered
soil and .25 ml of distilled water, shake well for 10 minu
tes and keep it 'for settling. Take 10 ml of clear aliquot and
follow the same procedure as for pH of water.

('
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6.4 Organic carbon

Organic carbon can be determined very rapidly with
fair accuracy by the method described below.

Reagents

(a) Normal potassium dichromate solution: Exactly

49.04 gm of reagent grade K2Cr207 is dissolved in distilledwater and the solution is diluted to one litre.

(b) Normal Ferrous solution : Dissolve 278.0 ~m
of reagent grade FeS04 7H20 or 392.13 gm of FeS04. (NH4)2S04_ 6H20 in distilled water, add 15 ml of cone. H2S04 and
make up the volume to one litre, This should be standardised
against N K2Cr207 so that 1 ml of Ferrous solution = t ml N
K2Cr207 solution.

(c)
diphenylamine

(d)

(e)

Diphe~ amine indicator: Dissolve .5 gm

in 10 ml cone. H2S04 and 20 ml distilled water.

Phosphoric acid (85%)
,

Concentrated sulphur-i£-acid (sp. gr. 1.84)

Procedure

Place 1 gm of soil sample (.05 gm for peat, 2.0 gm
for soils with less than 1% organic matter) in a 500 ml co
nical flask. Add exactlY_~D-ml_of N K2Cr207 and mix the two

by swirling the flask. Then add 20 ml of cone. H2S04 and mixby gentle rotation for one minute. A~low the mixture to stand
for 30 minutes. Dilute i'1ith water to 200 ml and add 1° ml of
85% phosphoric acid. The excess diohromate is titrated with
N FeS04 solution using 1 ml diphenylamine as indioator.

(10 - No. of ml of FeS04- solution required) X .003 X100 = organic carbon (%J

-

6.5

method./

Total. nitrogen

Total nitrogen may be estimated by Kj~ldahl's

Reagents

(a) Conoentrated sulphuric acid (sp.gr. 1.84)·

(b)S~licil~c acid (A.R.)
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(c) Sodium thiosulphate', Na2S203 • 5H20

(d)' 12 N NaOH': Dissolve 480 gm of sodium hydro
xide pellets in distilled water and make up to one litre.

(e) ~ N NaOH: Dissolve 4 gm of sodium hydroxide
pellets in distilled water, make up to one litre and stand

ardise, against .•J N H2S04~-'"

(f) .1 N H?S04 : Dilute 100 ml of N H2S04 (stock
solution) to one litre and standardise against .1 N Na2C03
solution.

(g) Potassium sulphate

(h) Copper sulphat~

(i) Methyl red indicator
..... -_.-

(j) rhenoluhthalein indicato~

Procedure

Take 10 gm of air dry soil in a Kjeldahl's flask.
Add 30 ml of conc. H2S04, one gm salicylic acid and keep in
cold for half- an hour. Then add 5 gm sodium thiosulphate and
further keep it for half an hour. Add 1 gm of powdered copper
sulphate and 10 gm of potassium sulphate and digest the mix
ture on a gentle flame in a furne cUJ.lPard. A clear blue so
lution indicates the 'Completion of digestion. Cool" and trc.ns
fer with water to a ammonia distillation flask. M~ke it al
kaline with exCess of 12 N NaOH using phenolphthalein as in
dicator and distil off the ammonia COllecting it in 25'.ml of

.1 N H2S04 in a conical flask with a few drops of methyl redindicator. Collect 8.bout 150 ml of the distillate • Titrate the

excess of .1 N H2S04 with .1 N NaOH till the solution turns
colo'urless.

(25 - No. of ml of NaOH required) X .0014 X 10 = total
ni trogen (%).

'6.6 A~ailable nitrogen

Incubation m,thod of estimating available nitrogen
is a long and tedious process. Alkali - pormanganate method,
qescribed below, may be used which gives fairly accurate re
suIt s,wi·th much :tapidity•.
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Reagents

(a) .02 N H2S04: Dilute 100 ml of .1 N H2S04 of

standard stock solution to 500 ml with distilled water.

(b) .02 N NaOH : Dilute 100 ml of .1 N NaOH of ~
standard stock solution to 500 ml with distilled water.

(c) ~ethyl red indicato~ : Dissolve .1 gm of me
thyl red powder in 25 ml ethyl alcohol and make up the volume
to 50 ml with distilled water.

(d) .38 percent KNn04 solution: Dissolve 3.8 gm
of potassium permanganate cf~jstals ln dlstilled water and
make up to one litre.

(e) 2.5 percent- NaOH solution: Dissolve, 25 gm of
sodium hydroxide pellets in distilled water and make up~one
litro.

Procedure

Place 10 gm of air dripd powdered soil in a 500 ml

Kjeldahlts distillation flask. Add 100 ml of .38%.KMn04 solution and 100 ml of 2.5% NaOH solution, 2 ml of liquid para
ffin and 10-20 glass beads and distil the mixture, collect
ing the distillate in a conical flask containing 20ml of .02
N H2S04 and a few drops of methyl red indicator. Collect about
75 ml of the distillate. Titrate the excess of .02 N H2204
wi tho 02 N NaOH to a colourless end point.

(20 - No. of ml of .02 N NaOH) X 2.8 = Available nitrogen
(mg/100 gm soil).,
6.7 Available phosphorus

) There rare a number of methods for determining avail-
able phosphorus in soil which use different extr~ctants. Of

these Trougts method using .002 N H2S04 as extractant is described below as it gives a good correlation with fish pro
duction.

Reagonts

(a) .002 N H2S04: Dilute 100 ml of standardised

.02 N H2S04 to one litre. Adjust the pH to 3.0 with Am
sulphate.
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(b) 50% H2S04

(c) 10% ~molybdate solution

(d) !£id - ammonium molybdate reagent

(e) Stannous chloride solution------------~.-
(f) Stal1dard phosphate solution.

( 1 ml = .01 mg P )

The methods of pr~p~ration of reagents (b) to (f)
are the same as given for determination of phosphate in
water.

Procedure

Place 1 gm of air d!'ied powdered soil in a 250.ml
bottle. Add 200 ml .002 N H2S04 (pH adjusted to 3.0 withf~
sulphate), shake the mixture for 30 minutes in a m.~e::hanical
shaker, keep it for 10 minutes and filter. Take 50 ml of the
solution in a Nessler tube and determine its phosphate as
for water.

No. of ml of standard X .01 X 4 X 100 = mg P/100 gm soil

6.8 Free calcium carbonat~

This r.apid method of determining HCl soluble cal
cium carbonate in the soil gives a fair idea about the lime
content of the soil.

Reagents

(a) .5 N Irl soluti.Ql1

(b)--.5 N NaOH solution

(c) Bromothyml blue indicator

Procedure

Place 5 gm of air dried powdered soil in a 250 ml
bottle and add 100 ml of .5 N HCl and shake -for an hour.
Allow to settle the suspension and pipette out 20 ml of sup
ernatant liquid. Transfer to a sm~ll conical flask and a~d

o
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six drops of bromo thymol blue indicator when a yellow colour
de~elops. Titrate it with .5 N NaOH till it is just blue.
Note the reading and carry out blank taking 20 ml of .5 N HCl
in a flask and titrating in the same way.

(Titre for blank - Titre for soil solution) X 2.5 = %CaCOj

7. METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

The following monthly meteorological observations
may be collected (available with reservoir authorities). Range

~ and monthly averages may be shown for each item.

1. Rainfall (in rom)

2. Average wind speed (km!hr)

3. ldr temperature (OC)

a) Maximum temperature

b) Minimum temperature

8. DETER~1fINATION OF PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY

~l?asu:r:.!ng carbo..p.assimilation us~ radio i?ptope

(a) Selection of glass bottles of exactly same
transparency

The bottles '~re cle;:~nedthoroughly Tldth acid-
dichrom~te and after washing them repeatedly with distilled
water, they are tested for equal transparency by placing a
whi te paper lidth black parall~l lines against the bottles.
Those having exactly the same transparency are selected. One
set of bottles are made dark either by painting 1rJith black
paint or preferably wrapping them completely with black tape
or placing them inside small black plastic bags.

(t) Clamping of the glass stopper with a spring
clip arrangement

Care should be taken that under no circums

tances, the content of the bottle containing r~dioactive
material'should leak through loose stoppers.
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(c) Construction of the float to suspend the
bottles in water for 'in situ' experiments

The floats can be constructed with empty tin
cans and wooden poles. While suspending the bottles care
should be taken to avoid 'shading' of the experimental bo
ttles by floats or by the bottles themselves. Exposure to
equal light condition is highly essential for the experiment.

(d) Collection of water from different depths,

treatment with NaHC03 - Na2COJ solution containing C14 and replacement at the same
depths.

In order that the whole of the euphotic zone
is covered, a predetermination of the light intensities at
different depths is necessary.

Determination of Euphotic Zone

This is done by a light meter containing a photo
electric cell connected to an ampere meter by a long water
proof electrical wire. The ,mouth piece of the instrument
which receives the incident light can be lowered to any de
sired depth by fixing it to a heavy frame and light inten
sity can be read from above in'the ampere meter. It ig cali
brated in 'lux' with multiples of x 1, x 10 and can also
read x 100 by fixing a screen to the receiver. As the light
intensities are plotted against the depth, it follows an ex
ponential pattern. The depth is taken as the euphotic zone.

After determining the euphotic zone it is divided
into a number of stretches preferably having planes at an
interval of half meter. Now water samples are collected from
e?ch of these planes. These can be done by a Foerst type
water sampler or a bottle sampler. The water is placed in
experimental bottles, 3 light bottles and 2 dark bottles

treated with diluted NaHC03 - Na2COJ solution containing C14are replaced at the same depths by tying them to the chords
attached to the £loat. The C~4 ampoules generally have s

specific activity of about 4 tc which may be too strong. Soa dilution to-9ne-tenth the s ength is done just before
treatment. For this it is necessary to have dilution water
having the same ·carbon - content (determined. by alkalinity
estimation and adjusting to desired streng:th). Nine ml of
this' dilution water is placed in a stoppered glass bottle,

o

o

()
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the 014-ampoule is broken -and the content poured into it,
taking all pre-cautions that are necessary for handling
radio active materials. It is mixed thoroughly and the de
sired quantity is taken out by an automatic pipette (In no
Case is sucking by mouth to be attempted), After treatment
with 014 and replacement of the bottles to respective depths,
they are incubated for five hours generally from 0700 hrs to
1200 hrs, The bottles are now taken out, immediGtely fixed
with formalin and taken to laboratory for filtration. Fil
tratior....should be started immediately as otherwise the plank
ton may distintegrate and pass through filters. Filtering is
done with 'miliporet filters H.A. type with detachable tower
type glass or perspex filters having suction arrangement. It
is preferable to have the filtration done under a uniform
suction of .3 atmosphere. After washing with water of the same
environment and finally with dilute hydrochloric acid, the
filters with the residue are removed to desiccators and dried.

The filters thus processed may now be despatched toa Radio Tracer Laboratory for estimating the acttvity of 014
in them.

8.2 By mo~.@.u£.ingoxyg,en..r:>.r()duc~d in photosyn.ihe~is 00
_~ng IJght ...Einq.~.§.1'b-Qottles.

This method is followed side by side with 014tech_
nique for comparing results and can be followed in places
where facilities for the more precise technique with 014 are

not available.The experim§nta~. procddures are just the s~eas for 014 technique excepting that the treatment with 0
solution is omitted. Initial concentration of the D.O. of the
dark and light bottles may be determined for an understand
ing of the respiration effect though they may not figure in

o the final calculation.

The method consists of taking water samples, con-
G taining a natural plankton population in glass bottles and

exposing the bottles to light- in the euphotic zone~ In a
parallel experiment a portion of the initial sample is held
in a darkened bottle for the same length of time and at the

same temperature as the ill~inated ~ample. T~e initial O~
content (IB) of the ;sample 1.S determlned by v'hnkler methoa,
The difference between this concentration and the concentra
tion found from water in the illruninated bottle after a suit
able period of exposure (LBp is a measure of net evolution of
02 due to photosynthesis (LB - IB ). This difference is not
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necessarily equal to the true net photosynthesis of the
plants enclosed in the LB, as oxygen may have been consumed
by both bacteria and animals ·in addition to the oxygen con
sumed by the respiration of the plant cells proper. It is
more common to the Dark and Light bottle technique to measure
gross photosynthesis. This is done by finding the difference
bet'ween the initial oxygen content (IB) of the vTater and the
oxygen ramaining in a dark bottle (:fB _ DB). Such a diffe-
rence ( a loss of O2 due to respiration) is assumed to be (
equal to the total respiration occurring in the illuminated
bottle over the same period of time and thus if added to the
net value obtained from the LB - IB above gives a measure of ..•.
the gross photosynthesis from the relationship:

,,IIII--"
~ Photosypthetic coefficient

= Respiration coefficient

Net production

Gross photosynthesis = net 02 evolved + 02 used for
respiration

= gain in LB + loss in DB
=(LB - DB) + (IB - DB)
= ..L.tl - DB

Gross production = ~B (~t ,-XPQtT~2) X 1000 mg e/M3/hr

TiE - IB .~.21L X 1000' C jM3-/hr= T (Hrs) . .L PQ (1.-2) mg

= !B(~D~ A .375 X RQ (1.0)X 1000rs mg C 1M3 Ihr
Respiration

,
: PQ, '

: RQ'-

-
For making a representative study of primary productivity
the selection of sampling points will be the same (vide sec.
4.1) as discussed under sampling procedures.

()

9. PLANKTON

In theqv~ntitative evaluation of plankton, the
important points that have to be borne in mind are 1) the
exact amount of plankton-bearing water that has been sieved
through and 2) correct es~imation of plankton biomass as a
whole in :terms of volume/weight, 3) correct quantitative
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estimation of phytoplankt-on--biomass and it-scomponents and
4) correct estimation Of biomass of zooplankton and its
components.

9.1, Samplers to use,

9.1.1
,

Kemmerer water sampler

This is by far best sampler for plankton
collections. It provides precise volume of plankton-bearing
water taken up for examination. The water can be t~ken from
any depth precisely. Its limitations are that it provides
small,samples and consequently requires much, time to get a
good-sized sample. Use of Kemmerer sampler for depth-oriented
collections, and bucket collections for" surface samples are
recommended. If small quantities of bolting silk (No. 25) can
be obtained then small sized bolting silk nets may be made
for reducing the volume of water taken in Eemmerer or other
water samplers for analysis. Clarke and Bumpus type of samp
lers can be tried for horizontal hauls. This sampler is, how
ever, useful only for zooplankton.

Plankton is generally collected by nets of
truncated cone shape. Plankton, thus collect6~,is known as
net plankton. ~he disadvantage in net samplil~!is that many
smaller organisms, whatever be the grade ofuloth, used, es
cape. In Spite of this, vertical hauls, which sieve a column
of water, can be advantageously used, though at the cost of
some precision, in the estimate of plankton biomass. Bolting
silk is the best material for plankton nets and No.- 25 stan-

) dard grade may be used for making plankton nets. This has ~an
aperture size of 0.064 rom (or 79 meshes per linear em). Or-
gandie is not suitable material for plankton nets ,because it

~ is effective chiefly for zooplankton. Even if small quanti-
ties of bolting silk are available, making use of the same
for filtering water saIDples nollected by Kermmerer sampler
and/or bucket to reduce the volume (concentration) for ana
lysis is preferable to using an organdie-IDade net sampler.
For work,giving Bmph~sis on zooplankton, however, fine meshed
organdieis satisfactory. '
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9.2 Design of plankton ~:uet

The net is of truncated cone shape. The upper dia
meter of the net which receives the brass ring is 30 em. The
lower diameter of net which receives the upper rim of the
collecting bucket is 9.2 em. The side length is 84 em. The
net may have canvas lining of 12.5 em width at the top and
9 em at the lower end. \ihere flow meter is used a larger net
may be operated with the diameter of the upper brass ring be
ing 50 em, the lower ring diameter being 9 em and side length
176 em.

9.3 ]stimation of volume of water Sieved through plank
ton net

1. Take sounding for -the depth for the spot /sta
tion chosen to take a vertical haul.

2. Give allowance (i.e. subtract) for the length
of the net and collecting bucket.

3. Pull the net surface-wards at the rate of 0.3
m per second (approx.)

4. Transfer the sample from collecting bucket to
.graduated cylinder. Add 1 ml of formalin to
every 20 ml of plankton and water.

5. Allow the nlankton sample to settle for appro
ximately 24 hours and note down its volume.

6. Express the plankton concentrate finally as ml
per cubic metre in the following manner

Settled plankton volume (in ml)

G

Area of the net mouth

(insq.m. )
x length of haul (in metres)

Note 1. The above estimate is only approximate, Many
factors like speed of haul, siZe of mesh, age
of net, clogging, spilling, current ete.inter
fere vTith correct estimation of column of water
sieved. Where necessary a net coefficient may
have to be computed on the basis of ratio of
total plankton that would have occurred under
optimal conditions, but for the above factors,
to total plankton actually caught.
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2. If there are no perceptible current?, then for
horizontal surface sampling, a net sampler
through a known distance at. 3:. slow speed can
be used •.

3. Vfuere a flow meter has been used, a calibre.tion

curve should be plotted. In this cw:,ve, counts /second (velocity) should be plotted on the X 
axis and counts/metre on the Y-axis. For ex
perimental readings for purpose of calibration,
towed distance may be kept constant at 25 m.
Fo·r the purpose of.tabulation of counts/metre
for various velocities of the flow metre the
data may be collected and computed as under:

Tow' No.:Time~;Flow metre ---rcounts/Sec.: Metre/Sec:-:Colli{t'sT
iSerial) ~(Sec ):Count U11its .; _: _..:Metre

9.4 Quantitative esti~~Ji2p of total R~pkton

1. S~ttli~ vol~~: Allow sufficient time (24 hrs
or more if necessary) for the plankton to set·
tIe in graduated cylinders and"record its vo
lume. This, however, includes variable quanti
ties of interstitial water.

2. pisplac~ment volu.rn~~ (a) Record the volume of
whole plankton sample water with plankters.
(b) Filter off the plankton and determine the
volume of plankton~free water (c) a-b gives the
displacement volume. Record the data in mI.

3. pisplacement weighi ~ This can be expressed on
the basis of above by assu.'Uingthat the speci
fic gravity of plankton is unity.

Dry pl~1.llkton:Place centrifuged plankton concentrate in a
platinum basin. Dry it in an electric oven maintaining the
temperature at 60°C. The plankton dried to a constant weight
represents dry plankton.

Dry organic matter~ Transfer dry plankton, contained in
the platinum basin, to an electric furnace n:aintaining tempe
rature at 600°0 ..Leave the material in furnace for about 30
minutes. Subtract weight of furnace- incinerated sample from
that of oven - dried condition of the SaDG sample. Ccrrec~
tion may be made for organic matter in solution in water by
treating a 'blank' in the S8~e manner as above.
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Quantitative estimation of plankters

9.4. 1.1

( a 1000.L c1

Direct census method

1. Take a microscope with sui
table oculars and objectives.

2. Take Sedgewick-R~tter coun
ting cell or prepare a simi
larone of area 50mm X 20
mm and depth 1 mm showing mm
square rulings.

3. Note down the volume of plank
ton concentrate.

4. Shake well the plankton con
centrate and transfer one ml
to the counting cell and co
ver it with a rectangular
cover glass.

5. Count plankters speciesvTise,
genera-wise or group-wise in
10 squares and find out the
average. Ten counting units
must be taken at randon.
Where counting units, randomly
chosen, show no plankters they
may be counted as zero and
included in the computation
of average number of plankters
per counting unit-of 1 cu m~
capacity. The numbers of plank
ters in terms of species/general
group' per litre of original
reservoir water can be computed
using the formula:

where

(

ni = numbers of plankters (in terms of species or genera or
group per litre of original water)

a = the mean number of plankters per counting unit of one.min2

c = volume of concentrated plankton in ml

1 :::volume of original reservoir water in litres
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Larger plankters, however, can be counted through
the entire.counting cell of 1ml capacity. In that case a
separate computation for large plankters in terms of species/
genera/group is required. The number of larger plankters per
litre of original reservoir water is :

Wc
ni = ~--- where

J ni = the number of large plankters (in terms of species/general
group) per litre of original. water

~ w = the number of larger plankters in the entire counting cell
of 1 rol capacity

c = volume of concentrated plankton in ml

1 = volume of original reservoir w~ter in litres.

For total count add all small and large plarutters enumerated
species/genera/group wise.

Note : a) Exclude consideration of debris, fragments of
plankters and, other accidental inclusion.

b) Count each filament as one plankter. Better
still, if these filaments can be expressed in
units of 100 microns of length. Count each cola
nial form as a separate entity. B~tter, if they
are expressed in terms of certai~standard me
dium-sized colonies using whipple micrometer.

9.4.1.2 Induction of volume to plankters

For determining the volume of plankto~
nic components it is essential to prepare tables showing .the

numbers of zooplankters (say, ~hni~, Dia7tomus etc.) in a .millilitre of settled volume. Such numbers ml must be prepared
size-wise. For example:

Class Inverval Nos. of Danhnia
in mm,of size per ml Of ~ettled
groups. volume.

Nos. of Diaptomus
per ml of settled

__________ ~_,._.~ volums:: . _

o

0.30 - 0.40
0.50 - 0.60
0.70 - 0.80
0.90 - 1.00
1.10 - 1.20
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To determine the volume of zooplankters species
wise the following procedure may be followed:

1. The number of organisms of a particular species
in sample may bo computed from data from direct
census method.

Measure the individual lengths of organisms by
ocular micrometer and determine their average
lengths. Find out the class interval/class inter
vals thcy fall into.

3. From the already prepared tables find out the num
ber of organisms per ml per the particular class
interval or class intervals for the particular
species.

4. Divide the n~~bers in item one by numbers in item
three. The quotient is the estimated volume of or
ganisms in the sample in mI.

For the evaluation of vol~~e of algae a table
should be prepared showing the number of inviduals or colo
nies per mI. This would enable sample counts to be converted
into volume.

10. LARGER AQUATIC PLANTS

10.1 Quadrat sampl~

To study th~ larger aquatic plants (submerged nnd
emergent plants), prepare quadrat frame or iron grid of 1 sq
m dimension (side 1 metro x 1 metre). It should be provided
with a depth of 30 em by metal sheets at the base. It may be
glven additional depth of suitable material according to re
quirements.

This can be easily operated in shallow ar~as upto
2 m depth and the enclosed vegetation collected.

10.2 Collection and computation

1. The material collected may be segregated
species-wise, genera-wise or group-wise.

2. Drain out the water completely from tho plant
material.

c
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3. weigh the material as per their qualitative
identity. Also add up the weight of individual
groupings to get the total weight.

4. Find out the-~sverse area of the quadrat
frame, in the present caso 1 sq metre.

5. Compute the biomass of the aquatic plants per
sq. metre as indicated below:

w
'if = - whereao '

W = weight of larger aquatic plants above 1 sq. m
of bottom surface.

w = weight of larger aquatic plants per composite
sample which may contain one or more operations

o = number of operations

a = area of the quadrat frame in sq.m.

Weight of larger aquatic plants may be expressed
in kg)

11. BOTTOM BIOTA

11.1 ~ttom sampler

Ekman dredge is best suited as a sampler for bottom
biota for soft bottoms. Two sizes of this sampler are avail
able namely 15.2x 15.2 cm and 22.9 x 22.9 cm.The former is
more,convenient from the point of view of sampling. Where,how
ever, the bottom is hard, Peterson grab with an enclosure
area of about 0.08 sq m may be used.

11.2 Collection procedure

1. Collect samples by Ekman dredge from randomly
chosen stations.

2. Each sample may be transferred to suitable con
tainers like enamel buckets or other larder
sized containers.

3. Take sieve No. 40 which will retain only macro
organisms.
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4. Take suitable quantity of dredged material from
the bucket and place it in sieve. Wash it vdth
liberal quantities of tap water or water from
other source.

5. Transfer the residue (macro-organisms) into a
wide-mouthed bottle. Repeat the same procedure
for other parts of sample.

6. Preserve the material in 10% formalin, if de
tailed analysis has to be done at a later date.

(Note: Should studies cover micro-organisms as well,
use sieve No. 100 or other finer grades)

11.3 Quantitative evaluations and computat~

(a) Count method

1. Transfer small portions of scr~enings into
petri dishes or shallow porcelain dishes.

2. Segretate the organisms into species,genera
or groups according to the nature of the
investigations.

3. Count them per qualitative identity under
one or more of the above heads.

4. Compute for each individual group or for all
groups the number of macro-organi~ms per
square metre, which can be done as~ollows:

(

N = n
ah where,

N = number of macro-organisms in 1 sq m

n = number_ of rn80ro-organisms per sampled area

a = area of Ekman dredge in sq m

h = number of hauls

(b) Volumetric method

1. Place a group of organisms upon filter paper
and retain them until the moist sheen is re
moved. Repeat for other groups.
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2. They may then be transferred to a test tube
of known volume calibrated for 1 and ~ mI.
According to size of the sample, water is
then added from a burette upto 1 ml or 2 ml
marks.

3. Substract the amount of water dropped from
the burette, from the test tube reading which
gives the volume of bottom organisms in the
test tube.

4. Compute the volume of animals per sq m either
for individual groups or for all animals, by
the formula:

v
V=a1l
v = volume in ml of macro-organisms above 1 sq m

of bottom surface

v = volume-of macro-organisms per sample (contain
ing one or more hauls)

a = transverse area of Ekman dredge to be expre
ssed in sq m

h = number of hauls constituting a sample

(c) Gravimetric method

1. Place a group of organisms upon filter paper
and retain them until the moist sheen is re

moved. Repeat for other groups.

2. Weigh them in a balance of appropriate sensi
bility. The weight recorded represents the
wet weight.

Dry the above to a constant weight to got
dry weight.

(Note: Exclude the sheel weight of molluscs).
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12. OBSERVATIONS ON EXISTING FISHING OPERATIONS, IF ANY, IN
RESERVOIRS .

'Untimbered' reservoirs with uncleared tree stumps
and other impediments provide, as is well known, serious
difficulties in fishing and cause, in the process, consider
able element of 'bias' in the sampling for size frequency and
fish population. The popular gears, ;namely, drift nets and
set gill nets are inevitably ~ize-selective. The shore seines
are topographically restricted in operation, but if fine
meshed, are less selective and relatively less biassed. Long
line fishing with different sized hooks are size-selective
and so are traps. Fishing operations should also take into
account immigration and emigration of fishes in reservoirs.
All the above stated factors render evaluations of abundance,
conventionally estimated on the basis of 'catch per unit of
effort' rather unreal. Great caution is indicated in making
use of such estimates of catch per unit of effort for the eva
luation of population size or mortality.

12.1 Total catch

Follow the sampling procedure given under (4.1 e)
for estimating the yield statistics of the reservoir. Choose
the days of sampling randomly. Consult random number tables
available in any standard bDOk on Statistics for the above
purpose.

1. Docket the sampled days' landings species-wise.
Uneconomic species can be clubbed under a 'mis
cellaneous head' but basic data sheets should

indicate their species composition as well.

2. Compute the species-wise monthly landings on the
basis of sampled days. Give allowance for non
fishing days.

3. Compute the annual total landings and species
wise landing on the basis of monthly landings.

(Note: Where sectoral catches of the reservoir can be estimated
it is desirable to sample landings sectorwise, and com
pute monthly and annual landings for sectors. These
figures can be pooled for total yield and species-wise
yield for reservoirs as a whole).

c

,.
..•
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12.2 Fishing effort

In capture-LiRneries studies, information on
fishing effort plays an impor~ant role and its estimation
should fulfil certain conditions which are

1. the mortality generated in the stock due to
fishing operations should be proportional to
fishing effort and

2.· the catch per uni t of effort should be propor·
tional to the abundance of the stock.

Fishing effort for any single unfut of gear may
be expressed as the product of the size of the gear and du
ration of fishing or number of hauls. The following informa
tion has to be collected.

1 • length of the net

2.
length of each piece (may be taken as ~~it)

3.

number of hooks(in line fishir~)

4.

total time spent of fishing

5.

number of hauls

6.

duration of each haul

(Note: Mere mention of number of fishermen, number of boats,
number of landings and such general nmnerical repre
sentation of fishing effort will not be useful. ~ehey
mayor may not represent the actual fishing effort.
However, such information may be collec+'ed in lieu of
or along with the above data and in certain situa
tions can be used as substitutes).

12.3 Fishing itensit~

Fishing intensity is reflected by fishing effort
per unit area. When two or more types of gears are used in
an area they should be adjusted to a commQn danominator in
terms of the dominant gear. For each increase in the adjusted
unit there is a correspondTng proportional increase in instan
taneous rate of fishing.
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12.4 ~tch per unit of effort

The catch of fish in numbers or in weight taken
by a defined unit of fishing effort represents catch per unit
of effort. It is also variously termed as fishing success,
availability etc.

12.5 ~esh selectivity

Meshes of gear exhibit selective properties with
reference to sizes of fish caught. For each mesh size there
is, what is known as a "50% point" of the size of fish escap-
ing or retained by that mesh. The chances of a fish escaping

or being retained depend on its girth. Girth itself is direct
ly proportional to the length of the fish. It is evident then
that length of the fish at the 50% point is directly propor
tional to mesh size. The following information may be collec
ted to study mesh selectivity •.

1. Mesh range, if any, and average mesh size in mm
or cm. Express mesh in terms of bar length.

o

(No'te:

2. Length of the fish and corresponding

a) natural girth (body girth) in mm (i.e. the
part of fish where its girth is greatest).

b) constricted girth i.e. the encompassing
noose (thread or tape) constr~cting the part
of the fish where its girth is greatest.

c) smallest recorded natural girth for particu
lar lengths.

1. In addition to the body girth take also the gill
girth and the girth in between (i.e. between
body girth and gill girth). Take also their ,00
rresponding constricted girth.

2. The regression line of length on g-irth can be
fitted by the method of least squares.

3. To determine '50% point' in drag _nets with well
defined cod end a closo meaned covering should
be provided surrounding the cod end to collect
the escaping fish.

..
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4. 'ihere the cod end shows mesh variations average
mesh size should be determined.

13 EXPERIMENTAL FISHING IN RESERVOIRS

Drift nets and bottom set gill nets are known to be
quite effective geRrs in Indian reservoirs and it is desira
ble that Some experimental nets of the above types are con
structed and operated in all the reservoirsLcan be examined
from two angles, namely, 1) their catching capacities from co
mmercial view point and 2) their usefulness as sampling gear
for fish population studies •._-1t is proposed to1use drift nets
of the meshes 50,63,75,88,100,113 and 125 rom bar, bottom set
gill nets of 37 and 50 mm bar and shore seine of mesh bar 7
25 mm. Rangoon nets and Unduvalai of the type used in Mettur
Dam will also be used. Q1l1oadamov (1962) working in Indian
reservoirs has already experimented with a few designs but
could test them only for a very short period. There is urgent
necessity that these arB testBd for their efficacy on a much
larger soale covering a number of reservoirs and for a longer
time. The information collacted must be properly docketed on
'data sheets' and fihally analysed with reference to the above
two aspects. Since the material used for webbing and line is
terylene continuous multifilament twines it is desirable to
indicate the twine,s numbElring by Denier system and is as
follows (given by Gulbadamov):

Denier system/ Commercial No. / Diameter rom/ Breaking

-~
strength Ckgl

250/3

10.385

250/2/3

20.5010

250/3/3

30.6315

250/4/3

40.7820

.•

250/5/3
50.8525

250/6/3

60.9330

250/8/3

81.3040

250/16/3/3

163.00180

The hanging of webbing, given belm'" for each of the
nets may be computed as

Ltaken up for co~parative studies so that their usefulness
-



% of hanging =

50

~e~th of line x 100
length of stretched webbing

13.1 Drift nets

Drift nets of 50, 63, 75, 88, 100, 113 and 125
mm bar are to be used. Their specifications are given below:

c:

I. Specification for Drift nets of the 50 mm bar mesh size

~~bbing J

a) Hand braided with double knot, selvedge of 2 meshes
width all round

b) Length 145 m stretched, 72.5 m hung

c) Depth 6.2 m stretched, 5.5 m hung

B:igging

a) Hanging coefficient 0.5

b) Distance between floats 1.5 m

c) Distance between ·sinkers 2.5 m

The material for webbing and lines is terylene con
tinuous multifilament. Twine for main webbing 250/3, for
selvedge 250/3/3, the hanging twine (to float line and lead
line) 250/4/3 and framing lines 250/16/3/3. The breast lines
are simply roved through the last row of meshes. Distance
between floats 1.5 m and between sinkers 2.5 m. Floats light
wood cylindrical shape with length 100 mID, diameter 30 mm
and hole 5 mm, sinkers - burned clay, oval shaped, length 79
mm, diameter 35 mm and weight 30 gm.

II. Specifications for Drift net of 63 mID bar mesh size

!lebbing

a) Hand br~ided, selvedge of 1.5 meshes width al~
round

b) Length 140 m stretched, 70 m hung

c) Depth 7.3 m stretchod, 6.4 m hung.
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a) Hanging technique same as described for 50 mm bar
mesh size

b) Distance between floats 7.5 m

c) Distance between sinkers 2.5 m

IvIateri..§d

Webbing and line of terylene continuous multifila-
ment, floats, spherical plastic floats, diemeter 80 mm; .
sinkers, bvxned clay, oval shaped and of length 80 rom and
weight 48 gn.

III. SpecificRtions for drift net of 75 rom bar mesh size

a) Hand braided, selvedge of 2 meshes width all round

b) Length 100 m stretched, 50 m hung

c) Depth 6.75 ill stretched, 6.10 ill hung

a) H2,nging coefficient 0.5

b) Distance between floats 1 m

c) Distance between Sinkers 5 m

Webbing and lines of terylene continuous multifila
ment~ twines :or webbing 250/2/3, for selvedge 250/4/3, for
framing lines 250/16/3/3. Floats and sinkers as in 50 mm bar
mesh size drift net above.

IV. Specifications for drift net of 88 rom bar mesh size

1{el2Eing

a) Hand braided, selvedg~ of 2 meshes width all round

b) Length 100 m stretched, 50 m hung

c) Depth 6.8 ill stretched, 6.0 ill hung
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Rigg~

a) Hanging coefficient 0.5

b) Distance between floats 7 m

c) No sinkers

~~§.terial

Webbing and lines of terylene continuous multifila~
ment. Twine for main webbing 250/3/3, for selvedge 250/4/3.
The webbing was hung to float line and leadline of terylene
250/16/3/3 by terylene hanging twine. Floats, spherical and
plastic and of diameter 80 mm.

V. Specifications for drift net 100 mm bar mesh size

Same as for drift net of 88 mm bar mesh size ox~e
pting change in mesh size.

VI. Specifications for drift net of 113 mm bar mesh size

vlebbj.n£,

a) Hand braided with a selvedge of 1Y2 meshes width
all round.

b) Length 80 m stretched, 40 m hung

c) Depth 6.8 m stretched, 6.2 m hung

a) Hanging coefficient 0.5

b) Distance between floats 8 m

c) No sinkers

Webbing and lines of terylene continuous multifila
ment. Webbing twine- 250/3/3 and 250/4/3, for selvedge 250/
8/32.ndframing line 250/16/3/3. Floats, spherical andplas
tic nnd of 80 mm diameter.
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VII. Specification for drift net of 125 rom bar mesh size

Same as for drift net of 113 rom bar mesh size except
ing for change in mesh size.

13.2 Bott~m set ~ill nets

)
Bottom set gill nets of 37 and 50 rom bar are

to be used. Their specifications are given below:

I. Specification for bottom set gill nets of 37 rom bar
mesh size

!{ebbj.,l1g

a) Hand braided with selvedge 1Y2 meshes width

b} Length 150 m stretched, 75 m hung

c) Depth 2.3 m stretched, 2.0 m hung

R~n.g

a) The webbing waS hung to float line and lead line
with a coefficient of 0.5

b) Distance between floats 7.5 m

c) Distance between sinkers 5 m

Mat~X.tc:d

Webbing and lines of terylene continuous multifi
lament. Webbing twine 250/3, for selvedge 250/2/3 and fram-

,i~~-lines 250/16/3/3. Floats, oval, plastic of 165 mm length
and 55 rmn diameter with a 16mm hole. Large pear shaped
plastic floats are attached to the ends of net with strops;
siru{ers, burned clay of length 85 mm and weight 50 gm.

II. Specifications of bottom sat gill nets of 50 mm bar
mesh sizo

Same as bottom set gill net of 37 rom bar mesh size

1).3 Shore seine- ---. ------
Specifications for shore -seine
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The detailS given here for shore-seine are from
models used in Tungabhadra Dam and found effective for medium
and small fishes. They may be tried in other reservoirs to
test their efficiency.

The net length is 100 m but with varying width,
narrowest at ends (3Y2 m) and largest at centre (6Y2 m). The
central part of the net, 40 mi.n length, has the smallest
mesh 7 mID (bar). The mesh size increases towards the end
through 12 mm, 20mm and 25 mm. There is a selvedge of 25 mm
bar for two meshes inwards followed by 15 mm bar selvedge for
0.5 m all round the periphery of webbing. The net is construc
ted with cotton twines of 5 to 8 counts. 3.5 em thick coir
repes are tied as head and foot ropes and continued as pull
ing rapes for 100 m on either side. Wooden floats 70-75 in
number, are tied to the head rope at intervals of 1 to 2 m.
No Sinkers are used for this net.

13.4 Data to b~~~£~ed on experimQPt~~ fishing

As shown under 12.2

Note: Multimeshed gill nets can be constructed by
joining together the gill net pieces of diffe
rent bar meshes. These can be joined together
in various permutations. If n pieces of gill
nets each of different mesh are piecen together
in a multimeshed gill net the permutations of
n pieces (i.e. their order of arrangement) taken
all together are

.••.

n (n-1) (n-2) •••

The catch composition of these 'multimeshodgill
nets sho'uld be studied for their possible use in
population census.

14. FISHERY BIOLOGY

14.1 Age and gr~wthi_n fishe~

The age of fishes is determined by any of the
following methods :
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a) Length frequency

b) ~Tarking experiments

c) Using hard parts of fish

a) ~gth __t:r.eQReJ')._Q.Y.

..The determination of age from length frequency
is based on the following principles:

1. The length frequency of fishes of each age
group. has a 'normal' distribution provi
ded the spawning is restricted.

2. Whore a fish (species) has a number of age
groups and when the length fre~uency of
such a fish is drawn, it results in a poly
modal curve, the modes of which represent
the mean sizes of constituent age groups.

1. A random sample of length measurements

2. Samplos at rogular intervals

3. Gear type

4. Mesh size (bar measurement)

Note (i) Divide the .t0ngth measurements of sampl.es
into suitable class intervals. Show the
class marks on the x - axis and frequency
(or % frequency) on tho y-axis. Study
the compound curve and isc~ate the consti
tuent modos,

(ii) Item two will give information on growth
per unit time of constituent age groups.

(iii) Item three and four will indicato any bias
in size composition resulting from the mode
of c2nturc and mosh size.£

(iv) Ramdon samples from non selective gears
should be used for age and growth study.
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(b) Ma~ing experiments

Here marked or tagged fish of known age are
liberated and vJhen recovered after a length of time given
a direct estimation of age.

Note:

Layers deposited annually or at appropriate but
constant intervals in the hard pray~ of fish provide clues
to the determination of ages in fishes. Scale, otolith,spine,
vertebra and other bony structures are used for this purpose.
However, these must satisfy the following conditions:

1. that their growth is proportional to the growth
of fish

2. that growth checks represented by 'rings' are
formed yearly and at specified period

3. and in the case of scales, their number and iden
tity remain constant for the fish studied.

\1here hard pe~ts are used for age determination they
must always be accompanied by the following infoTmation :

(

1 •

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Date of collection

Length of fish

c

lIJeightof fish

~
Sex of fish

Stage of maturityWater temperature

(Note~ (i) In the C8,SO of spiny-rayed fish, collect
the scale samples at the end of pectoral
fin;
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(ii) In the case of soft-rayed fish, collect
the scale samples between later31 line' 2~d
dorsal fin;

(iii) In the case of otoliths, use sagitta;

(iv) In the case of centra of vertebrae, use
those of the first five prehaemals or th~t
of the 5th vertebra

(v) Ih fishes with scales collect scale samples
and keep them in specially prepared scale
envelops, after properly washing them. On
these scale envelops write down information
1-6 given above. In tagging experiments .
scale samples should be collected both at
the time of release and recovery).

, 14.2 Lepgth-weight relationship

Weight in fishes may be considered a f~ction
of length and the formula linking these two is ~s follows:

W = c Ln or

log W = log c + n log L

(W = weight; L = length, c = multiplying constant and
n = exponent of length)

Date _requireme~1-'£p'd--9_om-p_ut3.~t.2n:

1. Collect paired lengths and weights covering all
size groups .

2. Find out the log values of paired lengths and
weights

3. r'~ultiply the log L 2nd low W for each of the paired
values

4. Square the log of each of the lengths

5. Summate the colD~ns

6. Note down the number of paired observations (N)

7. Calculate 'c' and In' as follows:

I
\

! J \,
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_ ~,_l~_g!.: ~ (log L) 2 ,:: 4~~_IO_g_L_.( ~~.~_ L •._:'O~g_W_)"

N. i.. (log L) 2 - ( ~,~ log L) 2

'Z iog \1 - N log c
n =

< log L<.

(Note : Find out tho length-weight relationship of all
commercinl fishes in reservoirs. Where the fish
maintains the same shape and its specific gra
vity constant the weight increRses as the cube
of length).

14.3 Index of cogditio~

The .t condi tion I Q.f th,8 fish is reflected by its
plumpness. The plumpness of fish, in its turn, reflects the
feeding conditions in the environment, in the present c~se~
reservoirs~ A numerical representation providing-an index of
condition of fish is, therefore, desirable 2,nd is especially
useful for comparative studies of the well-being of fish in
different reservoirs. The index can be constructed as
follows:

Weight x 105 where
K = 00; _. ,

'Z

(Length);)

K = coefficient of condition

(itIt.may be given in gms and length in mm)

For the above study the data required are rand
omly sampled length measurements and their corresponding
weights covering all seasons.

(Note : In comparative studies of well-being of fish
in reservoirs the interpretctionshould take
into consideration (i) that the index of con
dition for ~ species varies with seasons and
(ii) a sparso population will give an artifi
cial high index of condition).
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14.4 Scal~e of maturity

(for fieldexaminati6n of gonads)

V. Gy8.yid,
'"

Stage

Stage

Stage

Stage

Stage

I.

II.

III.

IV.

Virgin

IvIa~ing
virgin 1£
re coyerirL,g
spent

Developing

J2Qvel~ed

Very small sexual organs close to
vertebral column; testis and ovary
transparent, colourless to gray
eggs invisible to the naked eye.

Testis and ovary translucent,gray
red. Length hald or slightly more
than half the length of the vent
ral cavity. Single eggs - small
and unyolked - can be seen with
magnifying glass. Nucleus clearly
visible.

.Tes.ts and ovaries opaque,reddish
with blood capillaries. Occupy
about half of ventral cavity.Eggs
visible to the naked eye as whit
ish granules. Formation of yolk
granules started. Nucleus slightly
visible.

Testis reddish white. No milt
drops appear under pressure. Ovary
orange reddish. Eggs clearly dis-

-cP~nible, opaque, yolked. Testis
and ovary occupy about 2/3 ventral
cavity. Nucleus not visible.

Sexual organs fi'lling ventral ca
vi ty. Testis whi to, dropnofmil t
fall with pressure. Eggs complotely
roundt some alroady translucent and
ripe.

Stage

Stage

Ste..ge

VI. Spe.wning

VII. S12ent

VIII. Resting

Roe and milt run with slight pre
ssure. Most eggs translucent with
few opaquo eggs loft in the ovary.

Not yet fully empty. No opaque
eggs left in ovary.

Testis c:nd ovary empty, red. Af9W
eggs in the stato of reabsorption.
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Doubtful cases may be indicatod by referring
to two stages e.g. IV/V, II/III etc.)

14.5 Fecundi~

Fecundity for a mature fish denotes the num
ber of eggs produced per spawning season. It is estimated
on the basis of mature eggs in the ovary and computed as
follows:

1. Measure the settling or the displacement vo
lume of both ovaries. Or take the weight of
both ovaries in a bal2nce of appropriate sen
sibility.

2. Dissect out R sample containing, say, 3 sec
tions from different parts of the ovary (an
teriQr, middle and posterior) and find out
the volume or weight as indicated above.

3. Count the number of eggs in the sample, namely,
the dissected out sections.

4. Estimate the total number of eggs ~

('
.•.

Vol. (or wt) of sampled ovary
No. of eggs =

Total vol.
(or wt) of

x No. of counted-eggs in
seJ.mple

To separate the eggs from the ovary, use Gilson's
solution which is prepared as under :

Nitric acid (80%)
Glacial acetic acid
Alcohol (60%)
Distilled water
Mercuric chloride (sublimate)

15 ml
9 ml

100 ml
880 ml

20 gm

(Note : Fecundity varies approximately as the weight of
fish and as the cube of the length of fish each
with a multiplying constant).

Data requirement for correlation of fecundity with length
and l.veig"ht ~ 4 ~ __ . ~ __ . __ • __

1. Fecundity (No. of mature eggs)
2. Length of the fish (n~)
3. Weight of the fish (gm)
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14.6 Food o~~hes

Growth a.nd 'condition' of :fl.lshare tied up
with availability and proper utilisation of fish food resour
ces. A comparative study of gut contents of fishes would
indicate;,:the extent of •competition' among them, their food
preferences and envirOnmental suitability or otherwise.
Broadly the gut contents may be analysed numerically, volume
trically and gravimetrically. The choice of method will de
pend upon the type of feed of the fish. Volumetric and occu
rence methods Should be adOpted in all cases, Based on these
methods an index known as 'index of preponderance' (14.6.1e)
should be worked out.

14-.6.1 Procedure for quantitative methods

(a) Volumetric

1. Determine the volume of gut contents
in sample by water displacement method.

2. Sort the sample to kinds of items
(species or larger groups).

3. Obtain volume of each kind of food
item in the sample.

4. Compute percentage for each kind of
food item 'that it forms in tho total
volume of food in the series.

(b) Gravimetric

I

1. Obtain weight of gut contents in
sample.

2. Sort the sample ·to ·kinds of items
(species or iarger groups per require
ment) •

3. Obtain weight ·of each kind of food
item in the sample.

4. Compute percentage which each kind
of foodite~£orms in the total
weight of gut contents in the series.
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(c) Numerical

1. Sort the gut contents to kinds of
items (species or large groups)·

2. Count the invid uals for each kind
of food item in the sample

3. Summate each of them in the series

4. Compute 'l')llmerical% of each item in
the gross total

In the case of volumetric can gravimetrie ana
lysis a short-out method can be fo.llowed.
Pool monthwise the fishes class-interval wiso
and indicate the analysed data in terms of
average size of the olass interval~In the
ease of numerioal analysis ,take from tho class
interval-wise determined volume of gut contents
a few samples and determine the counts of each
of the organisms. Compute the numbers por qua
litative identity for the total volume.

(d) Oocurrence method

Method I-----
1. Count the number of fish in whieh eaeh

food item ooours

2. Express the above as p8rcentage of the
total number ~f fish examined

1. Summate the occurr~nces of each food
item.

2. Find the % of individual occurrences
(i.e. kind of item$)

(e) Index of'preponderanc~
..

The volumetric; gravimetric and numerical
methods of analysis emphasise only the quantitative aspeots
of gut contents while 'occurrence' method indicate only the
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frequency of occurrence of food items. These methods indivi
dually are not suited for grading the food elements unless
they are combined into an' index. Index< of propon'ierance is
such a composite measure :which takes both of quantity and
occurrence into considera~ibh-simultan<30usly.

If vi 9~nd 0i are the 'volume and occurrence index

of food item i-Tas indicated by their percentages) the com
bined index (1) for food! may be presented as follows:.

'V i 0i
I· = ---.-- ~'--x 100

~ ("..... V· o·.. 1. 1.
(Note: The state of digestion of gut contents indica

tes ho,,!far the food items in ,question are
used in metabolism. For this purpose rectal
contents should also be studied end undigested
food it·ems recorded).

This provides an index as to how the bottom
biota is consumed by fishes. Forage ratio represents the ratio
of the percent that a given speCies/genus/group of organisms
forms in the total stomach contents of fish sample to the per-
cent that the same kind of organisms constitutes of the total
population of food organisms in the bottom sample,.

Qo,llect information as un§..eJ;.-L__.

1. Take random sampleB of bottom biota seasonally
and find out the percontage of the constituent
organisms.

2. Pool the invidually analysed" fish stomachs sea
sonwise and find out the percentage of consti
tuent organisms.

3. Divide (2) by (1) to get th'J forage ratio.
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Forage ratio. ..o.£...,t. indicates ran:lom selection
of food items:from the environment. A ratio
less than 1 indicates or avoidance of the
particular food item or they exe otherwise
unavailable. A ratio greater than 1 indi
cates that the food item in question is acti
vely preferred or chosen).

1 5. POPULATION DYN,ANICS OF FISHES

In the studies of population dynamics of exploited

fish stocks( four primar.y parameter.s enter into computation.They are (ij recruitment (ii) growth (iii) natural mortality
a.nd (iv) fishing mortality. These are best studiod in unit
fisheries •.

..•..

15.1 Qrity fisher~

It is desirable to define the relation between
'fished' (fish population) 'and 'fishing' as in it rests the
evaluation of various population parameters. The fish popula
tion and the fishery based on it should form a unit such that
their interaction can be interpreted. If there is immigration
or emigration of fish of permanent character, these should
be noted and given due consideration in the interpretion of
abundance of year classes. Collect information on the follow
ing which will help in assessing the unit baSis of the fish
ery:

1~ Observations on the spatial distribution of
fish

2. Observations on spawning and feeding areas

3. Observation on catch and effort over a period
of years •.

4. Abundance of year classes

1'5.2 Tagging and fin_C?J-i..p-12ingas aid_::3__jio study oL
various parameter~

Object of tagging

There is no single experiment that given more in
formation than tagging in fisheries investigations. Age,
growth, rate of exploitation, survival, population size and
md~ation are among the many on which it throws light.
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15.2. 1 Tagging

In India two types of tags have been used,
namely, Petersen typean~ streamer tag of which the latter
was more successful. Rectangular pieces of colou.redcelluloid
of dimension 22 mm x 6 mm (of thickness about 1 mm) were used
in Chilka lake. Numbers we±!-e---B-Rgravedon this by special tools.
A streamer tag of vinyl plastic of dimension 35 rom x 12 mID

(and about 0.2 rom thickness) has been used for Hilsa in Hooghly
and other parts of River Ganga. The necessqry legends for these
tags were wri tteJ1 vd th-Vinyl samping Black Ink 104 N5A4 manu
factured by California Ink company, D.•S.A. Recently Contral
Institute of Fisheries Education9 Bombay used plastic steamer
type tags of which numbers were machine-punched. Streamer plas_
tic tags can be used in reservoirs with advantage as they are
found to harm least thQ fish tagged. Nylon twine may be used
to tie the tag to body musculature behind the dorsal fin and
the loose ends heat-sealed. Straight, semicircular or tlp-bent
needles may be used to pierce body m:usculature offish. ,The
tip-bent needle seoms best suitod among thom. Nylon twine and
needle may be dipped in a mild solution of Acriflavin as a pre
caution against the puncture-g-~ting septic.

15.2.2 Fin clipping

Fin clipping is quite suitable for juveniles
and fingerlings (4~15 cm). Fins must be deeply excised close to
the base, as otherwise, there is a possibility of regeneration.
They are suitable only for short term studies. It is necessary
to keep a small sample, say, of 500 clipped fingerlings in a

, small rearing pond to study the fin regeneration and mortality
if any. Where there is regeneration and mortality the percentage
fOJ?'.,eachof them should be individually computed for corrections
in the estimation of population parameters.

15.3 Estimation of population size and other para~et~

The marking experiments discussed have may ~over one
or more years. If one year is taken the year may be partitioned
app~b~riately into two or more periods according to requir~ment.
Marki'ng should be completed within a short period ~s far as
possible.

1 • Note down the number of fish tagged (M)

2. Note down the recaptures in the first and successive
periods: R1, R2, R3 etc. The survival rate/interval is

estimated a~
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R2 + R, + R4 •••••• + Rn
-4> \ r

R1 + R2 +- R3 •••••• + Rn-1

.(Note : the· survival rate is assumed constant for in
between periods considered).

The mortailty rate/i~~erval is :

a = 1 - s

The rate of expllQitation~s

R~ +R, + R4 ••.• p~u =. , -
sM (1 + s + s2 + s' +

Expectation of natural death/period is

v:a-u
The rate of fishing is

u i
p = • a where,

i = instantaneous total mortality coefficient

Estimation of population size

M C
N = ---R where,

C = the catch 6i sample taken for ~ensus on the
first time interval

N = the size of population at time of marking

In' order to eliminate the effects of variable recruitment
the tagging experiment discussed above may be studied year
class-wise. The same tagging experiment is also suitable for
estimation of surv'ival rate of fingerlings to be stocked in
reservoirs.

(Note: 1) If population is required to be assessed during
a short-period the following method can be
followed : A specified number of marked fish (M)
should be released into the reservoir. Record the
number of marked fish recovered (R) during a par
ticular time interval (say, a year or a seapon)
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and the total number of fish (C) captured during
the same time interval. Then RIM rep~esents rate
of exploitation and Nc/R the size of the popula
tion at the time of marking.

2) Population size can also be estimated by catch
per unit of eff~~X£ catch per unit of effort
is plotted on the Y-axis and cumulative catch
on the X - axis the plots giye a straight line.
The X - ~xis intArnApt gives an estimate of the
original population size.

15.4 ~ecruitme~1

Recruitment occ~~i~-an important place in the
dynamics of fish population. In fisheries, constituted by a
fe'T,vyear-clas8os, success or failure of·recrui tment is im
mediatoly reflected on fisheries. In population studies a
distinction has to be made between recruits which are in the

fishing area but not susceptible to capture and those which
are susceptible to capture.

15.4. 1 ~~l:ecruj. tment J?.ize

This is the mean size at which the young
ones are available in the fishing area. Though vulnerable
they are not captured because of small size. These fishes
may be classed under 'pre-recruits'.

15.4.2 Mean seloction size of recruits

This is the mean size at which fish first

become available to the gear and represent the size for a
particular mesh. For gears of diverse meshes operat.ing on
the same recruits there will be as many mean sizes. Under
such circl~stances find out the dominant gear and its mesh
size.

15.4.3 S2~pling for recruitment study·

The abundance of recruits is governed by
pre-recruits which in turn, are determine~ by hatchlings
and the latter by successful spawning represented by ferti
lised egg production. For the purpose ~f the present investi
gations, data may be collected on the following :
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1. quantitative estimation of spawn (hatchlings)/
standard shooting net/hour

2. eatch of pre-rearm tB (species-wise) /standard
special gear/hour and

3. catch of recruits (species-wise)/standard ex
perimentalgear or commercial gear/hour

Any unit time can be taken for computational ad
vantages).

Quantitatjye __~stimation otspawn (hatchlings] per
unit of effort

1. From 2.0 mm meshed netting prepare shoot
ing nets of following description :

Net pr2per

Length
Width of entrance mouth
Height of entrance mouth
Ring diameter

Tail piece (gamcha)

: 350 em
: 150 cm
: 50 cm
: 20 cm

Material :_.handloom square netting cloth

Length : 125 cm
Height : 45 cm
ltlidth at r-e'ar-end : 35 cm

Because of the unfavourable terrain in
upper stretches of river feoding the re
servoirs smaller samplers (shooting nets)
as given above are recommended.

2. The surveL ..-9i. river stretches for spawn
collection takes into consideration (i)
the incoming tributaries/nallas to the
main stream (ii) current - exposed shores
(iii) sheltered shores (iv) gradient of
tho bank (v) river bends (vi) nature of
basin and any oth2r ~opographical /ter
rain features. Zonate river stretch into
as many strata as pOSSible as indicated
above and note down the areas under each
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of the above (or more) heads. Ply shoot
ing nets strictly randomly (not in any
set p~ttern) covering all the above
strata. In addition take samples the ri
ver (say mid - stream) by rectangular
townets ..__Qf_l.L3 the area of the mouth of
the shooting net, subject to velocity of
the current permitting such operations.

For further details on Spawn collection,
refer to the account given by Central Inland Fisheries Re
search Sub-Station, Allahabad (enclosed herewith).

(b) Q.~..9hof pre-:.rGcruits ~er unit 2fe_ffort

1. Sample pre-recruits by fry dragnet of
, 30 x 50 m with meshes of 3 mm.

2. Express the catch (nos./wt) species-wise
per unit time (say per hour) per standard
length of gear •.

3. Note down the number of hauls and dura~
tion of each haul. Ext'end the sampling
such that it covers the entire distribu
tion of fry/fingerlings.

Catch of pre-recruits, if properly carr~ed out
b~tween intervals of time, will provide parameters of natu

-ral mortality. They ,>Tillalso provide clues regarding sui t
ability or otherwise of meshes of commercial gears to count
eract in cases where natural mortality of pre-recruits is

, very high.-

(c)_Q.atgp of recruits per un~"t of effort.

1. Recruits are covered by commercial gears
and their abundance is revealed by catch
per Q~it of effort of commercial gears.
Refer earlier section on catch per unit
of effort.

2. If multiplicity Qf gears do not give co
rrect abundance index of recruits sampling
for population including r~cruits should
b8 done by experimontal gears.
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(Note: By collecting statistics of catch per unit of
effort for spawn for some years it is possi
ble to predict the abundance of pre-recruits
giving allowances for environment-eaused,
variable mortalities on spawn. Similarly,
statistics of catch of pre-recruits per unit
of effort collected over the years will throw
light on the relative abundance of recruits
which, in turn, will throw light on other age
groups constituting fishery.)

1'.5 Mortality rate~

15.5.1 Estimation of mortality rate on the basis
of catch per unit of effort

In fisheries where recruitment shows marked
variability, it is necessary to compare the catch per unit of
effort of individual year classes in successive years in or-
der to get estimates of survival rate. -

1. Compute the catch per unit of effort for various
year classes constituting the fishery for suc

cessive years x1,x2' x3 ••• etc.

2. Compute survival rate as :
N'

s = v + 1 N x +--L whc-ro ,v x

v and x represent age group and year respectively

3. Find out independently survival' rates for all
year classes for all successive years for which
data are available.

4. If survival rate does not glaringly vary bet
ween year classes between years a geometric mean
may be computed to indicate average survival
rate.

~ ::::1 -:3 where,

a = mortality rate

,
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15.5.2 C2.tch curve to estimate.{pxrY:ival.rate

Where the recruitment does not very m~r
kedly a catch curve can be constructed to estimate the su~

vival or moxtality rates. Here the log frequency is plotted
against size, or the log frequency against e,ge. The latter
is better if age can be precisely estimated. The curve has
an ascending and a descending limb but only the latter limb
has use in the computation of survival rate.

1. Find out the difference in logarithms bet
ween ages t + 1 an~ t

. 2. The result of the above will be negative and
can be written with positive mantissa and
then antilogged.Thi~ gives survival rate.

15.5.3 Fishing and natural mortality rates

Refer 15.3 for method and computation.

15.6 ~owtll._rate 0.1.J.i§J?:.?§.

The individuals of a brood, after hatching start
registering growth but their number starts dwindling due to
mortality. In order to compute weight yields from recruits
it is necessary to balance the individual rate of incroQGc
in weight against the rate of decrease in numbers. The
growth rate ·in fishes can be expressed in terms of (1) ab
solute growth rate (2) relative grOlvth rate and (3) instan
taneous rate of growth.

1 • Absolute growth rate whero,

2.

3.

Wo = wt at any time to

WI = wt at a later time tl
( \Vl - Wo )

Relati vegrovTth rs.te .._-~--, ~ ~
It!0 ( tl - to )

(for % gro\vth rate multiply by 100)

Instantaneous growth rate = log e (WI / Wo)

whon t = 1
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15.7 Eucotric fish1~

15.7.1 Yiold - intensity curve

The yield variations corresponding to the
variou~ fi$hing intensity with mesh size remaining constant,
when plotted,' provide a curve kn~wn as yield - intensity
curve. Here the yield is a function of fishing mortality co
efficient.

15.7.~ Yield - oesh curve

The yiold variations corresponding
variations with fishing intensity remaining constant,
plotted, provide a curve known as yield - mes~~_~ve.
the yield is shown as a function of age/size at entry
exploited phase of the fishery.

15.7.3 Eumetric yield curve

The kind of yield - intensity curve in
which the mesh is adjusted throughout in order to obtain the
maximum possible yield at each level of fishing ·intensity is
known as eumetric "yield curve.

15.7.4 Eumetric fishing curve

The curve that defines the relation. bet
ween fishing intensity and the age/size at entry to the ex
ploited phase is termed as eumetric flshing c~rve.

16.· FORMULATION OF MANAGE~lliNTPOLICY TO INCREASE PRODUCTION

The management polic~ to get optimum yield of fish in
reservoirsshould be based on the following :

1) Rational exploitation of natural stocks taking into con
sideration the primary components of fish population struc
ture, namely growth, recruitment, natural mortality and fish
ing mortality for which references hQVC already been made in
this h8~dbook and 2) development of a suitable ~tocking policy
for non-self stocking fish population taking into considera
tion ecological suitability. The following guidelines are
given for stocking of fish in reservoirs.

1. Basic fertility of the water (refer section
5 & 6)
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3.

5.

6 •.

7.

8.
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fish food resources of the reservoir (refer
sections 9, 10 and 11)

the selection of fishes to be introduced (in
the context of the fish food resources of the
reservoir on the basis of item No.2) .

volume and area of the reservoir (refer soc
tion 2)

anticipated pro.duction from stocking~er hec
tare (on the bRsis of existing yield (kg)/hectare and basis fertility of reservoir)

Size (and W81ent+ of the fingerlings at re
lease (taking into consideration environmental
suitability and predatory fishes)

growth rate of fingerlings (refer section 15.6)

anticipated mortality for released fingerlings
(to be-subsB11Jpntly verified from tagging ex
periment refer section 15.5)

The following formula may b8 followed in estimating
the number of fish per hoc tare to be stocked :

N = + M where~

,
N = the number of fish/unit area/unit time

Sl = the fish biomass/unit area at the end of unit period

,So = the fish biomass/per unit area at the begining of unit
period

G = the average increase (wt) per fish

M = anticipated mortality (in nos.)

To explain the above formula :

For example~ in a reservoir 100. kg of fish produc
tion per hectare is expected. The fingerlings at reloasG
weigh on an average 25 gm and reach a size of 425 gm at the
end of the unit period (say~ a year). The number of finger
lings to be stocked are estimated as under giving a 10% mor
tality.
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S1 - So = 100 kg/hectare/unit period, G = 425 g
g/,unit period; M = 10% mortality; N = Number of

lings to be stocked to be estimated~ N = 109
25 = 275/ha. 0.4

17. ECONOMICS OF TH~ PROJECT

- 25 g = 400
the f'inger-

+ 25 = 250+--

The ultimate aim o.f'dfisheries develonment is to
produce more fish per unit area and to earn revonue for the
agency concerned. Unless the project gives sufficient return
on investment the development work is not worthwhile. It is
necessary that data on items of expenditure and income be
maintained to prepare profit and 16s8 account projectwise
and check the working financially. In the present hand book
the entire project including tho fish farm has been taken
as one composite unit. The ice plant and cold. storage have,
however, been treated as distinct from the reservoir, the
economica of which separately recorded. The data may be main
tained as per proforma 29-30 on Expenditure and Revenue, and
Ico Plant.
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APPENDIX - I

~~bration of o~~Y __~lcromeJe~

Ocular micrometers are used to measure microscopic
objects (say, planktonic organisms, eggs, larvae etc.). These
micrometers are glass discs bearing a linear scale of para
llel, engraved, equidistant JinEs. Also available are ocular
micrometers with sub~divided squares designed to accurately
delimit microscopic fields (iifhippleocUlar micrometer).,

In order to cs,librate ~~ ocular micrometer a stGge
micrometer is used as the object of known dimension. The
latter is a standardised preqisely ruled scale mounted on
glass slide. The ocular micrometer is fitted to the eye-piece
and the stage micrometer is placed on the microscope stage.
Tho ocular and stage micrometers are so adjusted that thay
(their ~ngcs) are paralleland_~artly superimposed. A mark
ing at one end of ocular micrometer is solected and super
imposed on a similar line on the stage micrometer. A sweep
of eye downward would indicate the only exactly correspnnd
ing lines of stage and ocular micrometers. Since the dis
tance between lines on the stage micrometer is known, the
linear value of each ocular division can be computed.
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Example :

25 divs. of ocular micrometer ••"10 divs. of stage

(o,m.) mierometer (s.m.)

(1 div.sm. :.:0.01 mm)

1 div, of o,m. =: -1.0-21-,01 = 0.004 mm 31 4 microns

(Note : Note down the microscope, the powers of eye piece and
objective and the corresponding calibration of ocular
micrometer. The procedure for calibration of whipple
ocular micrometer is the same as above except the sides
of the largest square will have to be calibrated with
stage micrometer).

APPENDIX - II

Table for the dilution ofrcommercial formalin

------"---...
Grade of formalin
required (%)

3
5

8
10
1 5

20

-VOl.-ano%'"-
formalin (ml)

7.5

12.5

20.0

25.0
37.5
50.0

Vol. o-f disti11ed
water to be added

(ml)

92.5
87.5

80.0

75.0
62.5

50.0

.,

--------------_._~..~------~-~~--- --- '-..<------------ ---....~
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Table - 2

Vol.O!" rect.spirit ;V01.of dIstilled
(ml) '.. :water (ml)

______ L __.•. _. _

Table for the dilution of 96% alcohol (Rec. spirit)

Gra.de req1.dred- : --,,,,-~-
(%) .:

________ ~ __ t, __ ~ ~,

90
80
70
60
50
40
:20

93.5
83.3
72.9
62.5
52.1
41.6
li.2

6. '5
16.7
27.1
37.-5
47.9
58.4
f>"8 .~~

,:'able- .2

1 inch:= 25.4
1 foot = 0 •.3048
1 mile = 1.6093

~~ngth
millimetres

metres
kilometres

Area--
1 sq. inch
1 sq. foot
1 acre

1 !lq. mile

:= 6.4516 sq. centimetres
= 0.09290 sq. metres
= 0.404686 hectares
= 2.5900 sq. kilometres

Volum~. and capacitz

1

cu. inch = 16.3871 cu. centtmetres
1 cu. foot

= 0.028317 cu. metres
1 cu. foot

= 28.316 litres
,1

acre foot = 1233.48 cu. metres
1 gallon

= 4.546 litres

Vleighjio1

seer = 0.9331 kilograms

1 pound
= 0.45359 kilograms

1 maund
= 37.324 kilograms

1 hundred weight
= 50.802 kilograms

1 ton
= 1016.05 kilograms

--
~-._._---.- .-----
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PROFORMAE FOR "r1ETHODOLOGY ON RESERVOIR FISHERIES
INVESTIGATIONS IN 11~IA"

Se~ti(}n f.Topographical and morphometri~~~. features
"

2-Physical and chemical features

It

3.
Biological features

"

4.Fish and fisheries

':

It 5.Economies
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r{qRPHOMETRY

Proforma-1

Sec.. 1• 1

3, a) Year of construc~Oh :

b) Total cost of oonstruction :

4. Purpose - Irrigation/Hyd~lIFlood control

5. Dam - MasonaryjEarthen/Earthen-eum-masonary

a) Length b) Height upto spill way

c) Heigh"tupto erest d) No. '& size of s1uiee
level gates

e) No. and size of river bed sluices

6. Levels, area and volume :

a)Level (M.S .L.)b)Area (ha), e) Vol.(m.c.ft.)

i) ,River bed

••

1i), Dead -storage

••

iii)

Full reservoir••

7. Area 1rrigated and main crops:

8, Power generated - M~K.W.

,
I
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9. Rivers and streams falling in reservoir

Name Length Perennial/seasQnal

10.
11 •

1"2.

13.

14.

1 5.

Catchment area with average rainfall:

Area submerged - Forest/Agricultural/Rooky

Any factory effluents discharged in reservoir/nature of
effluent : '.

Year of start of fishery exploitation:

Exploited by''..-Fisherx Dept.llrrigation/Electriei tyBoard/Forest/Local body

Fishermen population around tho reservoir

Name of village Population

16. Ice factories near reservoir:

Production capacity/day

a)

.b)
\, ..

Private :

Government :

17 •. Fish Farm :

Nursery

Rearing

Total

Number Area
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Proforma-2

Sec. 1.2

Inflow - outflow record

Month and year

Da:te
.,Descharge into, ' .

t reservoJ.r
: (cusecs),.-

Discharge out, Water level
of the reser- :of the reser
voir (cusecs); voir (metres), .-

Proforma- 3

Sec. 1.3

Reservoir level and water spread records

Year ----------- .••...--,-

Month ~Max.,leve1
:reservoir
:(metres),,1

ofIMiri.level:Av.level
:of reser~l(metres)
;voir :
:(metres) :
, J

rAv.~area: Av.capa
:(hectare):city .
{ :(hect.m~tre)I :
I ,,

Note : Average level of the reservoir should be computed
from the daily reservoir level readings.
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Proforma- 4

See. 2.1

Meteorological Records

Months .;1Tecipitation :Ji.veragewind:

~ (in inches/mm);speed (mph/ ;-M .
, 'kIn h) , ax1.-, , p tm~, , ,
It: (00)

Soil analvsis records

Air temperature

;Mini- ;Average
~m~ ; (00)
: (00):

Profonna- 5

Sec. 2.2

Date

Zone of sampling

,
Depth: pH,

.,
1,
r
1

:~Org-anfc:-Total ;Available: Available -:-1Freeca.l
:carbon :nitrogen;nitrogen 'phosphorus:ci~ car-
; (%) ;(%) ;mg/100 gm;mg/100 gm ;bonate
, ..I 'soil r soil '«()~), f' .. ' 70
I t t , t
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Water analysis records

Proforma-6
Sec. 2.3

Date

Time

Zone of sampling

...•,---:;-:-:--..,.---
Depth!Water:DISSolvea

t "f?emp.:oxygen: \ °C) : (ppm)I., .• t

•I Free ,.I . I
• C02 ~
• ( I
; ppm) :
t 'I '
... 't·

.pHT'IlkaIi
:nity

: (CaC03): (ppm),1

: Ca
; (ppm),,
r,I
1

:-Mg-~NH4 -N
: (ppm): (ppm)
r ,, ,, ,
r ,I ,
, I

rNitrate-N
: (ppm),
r,,,
1

Weather

Air temperature
Wind direction
Wind velocity
\Water colour
Secchi disc transparancy

;PhosphaieISili?ate;Oxygen;Sp.cond.
.1 , (ppm)' Iconsu-'I( )-P I I I
,.ppm I r m'ed '. r 6I r r 10-
: • -' .. , (ppm) I X
r , r - r mho, I , r
fl. ,

Record sheet on. - Proforma - 7

Sec. 2.4

Primary productivity (Dark and Light bottle Experiment)

1,i
2!

If

3.
4.
5.

o

••

Date

Time·
Weather

Light penetration (Euphotic zone)
Replicate Nos.

De th .:Tempera tur--e-:-O-xy-g-e-n-b-"'-,f-o-r-e-e-x-p-o-s-ur-e-'-:-O-x""'y-g-e-n;.;....-a-f-t-e-r-.-e-x-p-o·-s-ur--e-:C-h-ange
( p .;. °C; mg/l: . mg/l :oxygen
metre) t' 'L~ght bottle'Dark 'mg!l\. I' , ... , ,
~i' r: : Ibottle :
~.••• I •

- - ~ ---.-__ .... - ...._-.--10:~
"

'J

.

iri;Duration
;of expolsure in
lhrs.
1

Oxygen pro
duced mg/l

IPrimary pro
:ductivity
:mg C/M3/hrII
1
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, .

PLANKTON- I
Proforma -.

Sec. 3.1

-etc.

Net type

Diameter of the net mouth

Haul type - vertical/horizon tel

Station

Time

Depth at ~tation

Length of v3rtical haul

Vol. of plankton concentr~te jn
~amDle

Vol. per cubic meter

Zooplankton (in Nos.)

Phytoplankton (in Nos.)

','

,
~ 1
1

2 3 4 1 5 ! 6 ; 7
L. , 1--_

8

Date

Weather

Wind velocity
Wind direction

-,,,
1

Note : Sample.measurementsof individual plankters should also
betaken and Shawllon the reverse side specieswise

o
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._-----------,-- - ---------------------.------. _.~....._--~~-~-"'"""<....-..,-----~----
.'.

Proforma - 9
Sec. 3.2

PLiL.1ifKTO N

Date

Weather

Wind-v~l:oci,ty

2 -y-- '3_: 4---r-~ 1 6' ~Wind di_r_e..;;,c_t;.;;;i~o;.;.n::........_=_--'- "'--....&_ ---I t __ • t 7 t 8.----------.---,
-11

/

Depth at operation

Time

Non-net f?amp~~r type :

Capacity of the sampler :

Depth at Station
(Contour)

-------------_.-----~..._- . -------.._-

Vol~ of plankton concentrate in ~ample-----_ .•...•._----~--_._._-----_..
Vol~ .per eubio metBT in the reservoir

,

Zooplankton (Nos.)

Phytoplarikton (Nos.)
------------.----------- ..-- _ ..•._---------------------
Note: Sample measurements of individual plankters should also be taken

spec ieswis e/generawis e
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PLA1\1KTON-: III

Proforma 10
Sec. 3.3

~---------,-~-------
S--:---YDfSp. vciI: plet weif'ht :~'Dryweight :Organic weigh"t";-S: : Tot-al organisms r--- R:----k.-A------.- ...-
pecl.es l (ml) :. (mg) : (mg) : (rng) : l.ze ~ (Nos. ) :vmar s

___ L..~_ , ,;.' __ .-----L---. , .,_.l \ ~ 1-._, .__ ._.L...

Note. The above records may be confined to zooplankton only

Proforma -11
Sec. 3.4

Macro aauatic.yeg~~att...2E.

,----------_ .._-~_..•. --_. -_._ .._-----_. __._---_.~

Area of quadrat sampler
--'--'~=----t-"""'" ----.-, -.----N- :1;2Sample . o. _...L- .._..----J..-----._._~-- .

Location-.... - ---_._-_ .•.--~--,•..-...----. -~
Nature of bottom

II,
t

Date

""" , ••• - •••••• o. ,'-·'·-··· ••---r·- , -'"'1-- -j '~--------r ---
3 : 4 .~-- 5 :6 ; 7 : 8 : 9 : etc.
..__...--J,_.__ .-1_._.".". .•L- ._._........L... _ 1 ._.__....J... ~ __ .__ .__ .._.. -' --, '-'.'-

----..-.•-------------------------....--.---,,--.---.--. -.----
________________ '~_T ._~~~ •• ..••.- ""___ .••-.,,__• •__ ~'. • ,__ •••••_. •__ • • • ~ ~_. __ -~_np_...__n_4. _

Depth
_____ ._ .•••• ,--....,' • ~_.....,. ••• "'. .•• "~_ ..~ __ -._ .••• ._·n '•••••• ,

.------------------,-,---.--- .•..•.. ..--.---.- _._---~..•.-.__ ..• -.•.,--. -----.,.- -_ ...~--------..". --------,-

1.
2.
3.
etc •
.Total

.species : Weight

--.---------- •• -------.- ••. ~.- -----------~,--,_._-----_ •• _---_.,.....----_ •. _< •• ~'~--_.- -~,_ .• --,------- •• -- • ..- ••• - ••••••• ' ._- ---.-------_ •••• -•• , •• _--_ ••••••• _~

Note. If the plants are in flowering stage.
()

tiI



.-.,-'- -T-'*---' ,-.------ , , ~ •. , ,-' , ---,---
1 I 2 ' 3 ' 4 ' 5 ' 6 ' 7 .' 8 ' 9 'I', , , , , , , , •••••

,,_.•_~--1._. ~ , ._--1-_ ... ..1....__ .. ._' _. ._ .._' _. _ ~ , 1..__ ...__ . t ...._
Sample

Location

,I•----.t

89

B~itom biota

Proforma - 12

Sec. 3.5

Date
Type of dredge
Area of dredge

----. ---------------------.- -----------------------~"~._- .-----------------------------------------------
Nature of bottom----------.----.--------.-- --'..--------_ •._----_.__ ...•_--_._--~....--,...~...•..... _-------
Deptn (metres)

._-_._---------".~-_ .•.,.•._---~----,_._----
----------------.-------.---.-.-- -_._-_ ...•__ ._---_.__ .,----_. __ ._ ....•.... ...----.---"---.,~,---------.---.--- .....• ----.

Vegetation

Volume of sample (ml)

----------------------- ~.._---~._---,.--..-._----------,.-.,---_.' .•.._.------_.----.--- .•.-•.,--.----- .-----.
~ ._,,_ --..' . __ •• _._. • ' ••.•• _ •• .__ ~_ ••.••.• ., __ '_'". • .••• --< ....••v '< - ,_. __ .••.• _. __ • _

Weight of sample (gms)~ --.-
Bottom Q..!..'ganisms__in sample .-(Nos .J

--------------------------~-~ ..----."- ..•-
1•
2.
3.'
·-etc.
Miscellaneous--------------------.- .•..--..-,--_._-------------_ •...--.._-----_.-..-~---------------~---_._--------
Total

No.pe.r..sq~m.

------------.------

f'

------------------------------------------------. ----------------_._---_.----------------------_ .•..~-------
.Volume (ml per sq m)
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Yield Records
IT,3.ndingsT-

Proforma- 13
Sec- 4.1

•.-----~--cT-·--.-'-.--'-"--'."- ---- .. _~-------_. -------- -~----.-.-------.-.----------,--- ...-.-.- - -~. -.- ..---
Date of ; Total : Specieswise catch
sampling: ~atch '------, "-'., , --.., ·~-.__--,-----i--T-·-..•--,-·_~, -.~-,----_.--....-.--~.-.._----

I (kg) ! Wt.;. Number. I' vft. : Nos.IWt. 1 Nos.: \vt. :Nos. t\vt. I Nos. IWt. INos. I1.. • ~ • - t , L. __ ..-J , • ----.l_~_ ••• '_ I •,

Note: Compute the to'~al catch and specieswise catch for the months on the basis
of randomIysam,led days' catches. Give allowance for non-fishing days.

Proforma- 14

Fishing Ef:for...tRec<2.Fds
(To be used for gill nets)

... Sec.--4.2

Date

Show dimension o:f each' piece" by length and width in metre-s

Specieswise sizo frequency to be written on the reverse side.2.

\;l
I:
\,-
\ t,~

I
NO),te:1.

,Area of operation

Sl.No. --- iNo. of--'TI~'~:-6~boats~ Hours of i No. of nets INo. 0':(- pieces :Total -YTotal No.: Av. size :Av.· v;r:r:--()f
of parties lpersons Ii:: party :operationlin party lin net with Icatch lof fish lof fishes Ifishes in

:in party; : I Idimension and :sp.wise :of e:tch Icaught in :net species-

i ; : : :mesh size (bar): and net...;.:specles :net spe- :wise
, : t : : : wise :net,.;rise:ciesvlise ;

...1-.••..._ .•._ .., ••• , _ J .... .1--.:- __.._: .... _~. _l~ _0 • .-J -_.~-' .---,-----.---,--~------



Date

Type of gear

Dimensions of net

Mesh size or average m8sh·size
(bar measurement)

· 91

~shi~~~~forts Repo~g~.

(for nets othor than gill nets)

Proforma- 15

Sec. 4.3

No. of fishermen engaged

DUration of each haul

J- .•••••• I -.-. .....- ...---...-. ..•.-.-:---.-.------ ..- ..-- .._ .....••._ ....•..... ...•.. _.~ ._~.,_.__ -r_........-- .... --""-"

Species : Catch per operation : Average catch
composition, (vlt/Nos.) .. - . : per haul

f ,

___ ..._i_1_. ~ 3 4__ 5 :. __ 7__ . ,. ~~ .J.:._~__._ ... .
1.
2.
3.
etc.
8. Misc. fishes

n

"

Total
1....--- ._. ....•.. _ ..•.••• __ ~ __ .".. ~ "'._ ..•••...

Note : The Size compositior of species of each of the haul, should be attached
to this Data Sbeet or written on the reverse side of'~his sheet.

'.,

,--------------------- ..•--•..•..---
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Mesh pel~~~)y Records

Proforma- 16

Sec. 4.4

Date

Name of the gear

Sneciegf-To-tal-m~:-~--S-ex{ Mesh [barlTNatUral-:-f;C6nstrf6ted-'i~Natural-'-r-(!()'i"iStrlcted:Natural- ;-'Constricted"

~.len~th: (gms.•), : (mm)/twine:girth at· :girth at :girth at :girth at :girth mid- : girth mid-r{mm:): .: thickness :operculum.~operculum :1st Dorsal' 1st dorsal ;way betweenl'way between

if: I : (mm).': .: (mm) : (mm) :operculum &! opercu~um &
, : ;: ;: : ; '11st dorsal : 1st dorsal, t' • , , , (mm)' , (mm)• , I' f , , t I

_ ..A ~ .--J-- ~,_" ~, , ...J_.~.,, .__~. ._J_. ._. ..._.l __ • .--1.. ..._. ._ .._

Note: ,.

2 ••

vmere ShOl'P seine with cod-end is operated the cod end may be covered with
a close me8hed net to collect the escaping fish.

Under 'sex' column indicate whether the fish is mature or ~nmature.

~engt~ Frequency Rec2T~.

Proforma - 17

Sec. 4.5

Name of gear*

Year
Species

Classlntervailclassf -- Length Frequency -.--- --. -. : Pooled frequency;'(mm) tmark I Y'_ -- --- -- •.---------.-.....,.------·-1 %

: J:l' (rom) ~ 1 i I
t..i .J.: F.• : M. :_~ ,"_ . :: _. _1..-_ 1 I _._. --., __ •ii
t

N6te : * The above data can be cn~6red gear-wise where possible.

r)

~
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Proforma - 18

fish SC?les Reqor~~ Sec. 4.6

Species . . . .~ _

Date of 1-S-e-r-i-a-l-:-F-1-·~·-S-e-x-.-!-S-c-a-~-1--------~-e-me~-~-s-~ri~s fromfuc~ (mm) !Rem~ks
eollection; No.; J.ength: ,length t ._~ __ ._ .• -._. _ ~ • -+

~ :166:: ~ ; (total)r 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 etc.:
: : (to tal) : : rom : :
f • mm' f , ," ~_:_~_ j .. -1-. ...1_, -._, ..._. . .,__ ., ..__ .. . __ ....1..-_

Note: 1. Under 'remJ.rks'column indicate the nature of the outer edge of the scales.

2. Measure pcale lengths from the focus to the posterior ends both for total
length ani'for fring' lengths either at L 450 or- L 90°

Proforma - 19
Sec. 4.7

~~ngth-wei~~Relationship

-------_.~----_..__ .-
Rem ark s

lI
Sp~cies
--~-'.'---'--'-- - I .-" -~----"~r-- ~.. '~~,:- , -----~,~. ~---------------
Date I Sex :Total 1ength lStandard length :Furcal length: Wt. :

_. l~_._~_~mm) __ ..l~ ~m~ ,.Jr (rom) ~~.l (~~_0_.__i.__ .. _a.
!,

Note : Under tRemarktl-column indicate gear of capture for·each fish.

Separate profor~a is to be used for each species.

~

v
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Proforma - 20

Index of condiJjjDl Soc. 4.8

Name of the fish
Name of the gear
Year --------------

..•. .-.:,,--.,.-..~-_.---_._,~.•...-------......,~---._.,....,.~-_...••..,--_._,_ ..----~.•_--_._. --------'-_. --._-_ •..~.----.------
; ~~_('; :-rvaluesKClass --TClas-s-'-r--- . -.-

Interval lmark t
t : --'----r , ·---r------,·-···--·----,----·-·-'-·---r-----··-l--·-"--,-.-----,-- t ~-._-

: : J. : F. : M. : A. : M. : J.: J.: A. : S. : o. : N·~ :. D.
"~ ~.._J,.._.__ __L. __ .__ ..J"' ..____1 __ •.-c..1. __ . ., - ..••__ .-'--_ ..-.L.- __. ,~ .• 1.•.. ., J... .~._....L.-. _

----------~..-__ ._---_-...-...---------,------_ .._ ..~------_._._-....-_-'._ ..._----_._ ...~----------_.------~.•..._,,~'-.-.
Ave rag evalue's
.2.i--...K. ~_"_'_~ '_".' _._.. . ..,, "__ .._. ~__"_.__ ... ...~.__

t

Proforma - 21

Gon§..,Lilll9-maj;uri t.l. Sec. 4.9

.__.._----_.--------_._--_ ..""'*'-~-----

:T

-"' ..•~ _..--~'.,...-...,.-. , .. ! _-..-.. ..~ .. "'-,~--------_ ..-..-----._._-_.-"._..-_---~ ..,_---- ....•." ~--_._..~'''__'"._~-_..',.,.-_,
Date ~ Species :Totc.l Iv;t. :Sexl1,1t.of :Extent of the : General ~ Range of ~Appearance ~MaturitYI

: : lengt':l ; (gms.): : gonad : ovary /testis : appearance : ova dia- lof ova : stage ~Remarks
: : (mm): ;: (gms) : in the body :'of the .: meter : (under; :
: .. '. : : :: ' cqvi ty ; ovary/testis: :)Ilicroscope): . :I " '---':"'-,- ....' _....1._ ,__ --1 L ... ,,,1.. .. --1-- '. .__ .__ -L.... ---L._._..,.~...I 1; 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 -11 12

-l..- ...A>...--' ••.•••..• _-,_. ~ __ ._._.~ __ .•.•-.• ~__ " •.• ......- -~--. -----~-----

Note: 1 • Under col~n 11 indicate stages of maturity like I, II, III, IV etc.

2. Under column 12 indicate physical deformities, parasitic infection etc. of gonads.

f")

v
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Proforma - 22

ark sRom

Sec. 4.10Fgcundtt2:
Species

-- ,~'-'-"--'''-''--'---f- - -------,--. --- ...-.,-.------ ,
Date :Total length :Weighi of fish :Weight of gonads·:NG. of mature eggs: Total No. of

:0£ fish t (gros) : (gms) :per sampled weight: mature eggs
:(rom): : : : in ovary ,

~_..;---1_.__ .__.__~~ .-1-._._._. .'''_ .. _-'--_ ..__ ...__ •.__ .' __ •..__ ._ .._..1-__. .__ .._........L ....__ ._.._. __ ._..•.. _.."....J_"~._.__._.._,,__ ._._ ..__.•._. _

..

Nato: Undor 'Rom0~k~1 eel . d'~ v ~,~ ' umn ln lcate whether the gonads are ~arasites-infected or otherwise

have any physical deformity. Indicate further whether species have more than one
spawning in a seaGon. Fecundity should include total number of mature eggs that are
shed in a se2~on~

One pforma is to be used for each species.

Proforma - 23

Sec. 4.11
Gu.:L.c on.t.~BJ~

.,.

, , --I . I -,-'-~~ .- I .~ ~ ~_._._.~ I '--',---''''-'
Date ISpecies : Tote.:" :'\tlei.g;ht:Sex and t \leight of :Oondi tion of :Volume of :Percentage volume :

I 1 lene,~h: (gm) :sti2ge :gut and :stomatch :food in :of different food: Remarks: : (rom): : :contents I :stomach :items :
, --.__ .__ ....1.--.. -..I. __ . , , .-L--._...: . ...._.--I. ._.J. ---L--._._-~. -'--' .•

Note : Under 'Remarks' column indicate undigested rectal contents. Parasitic infection,
if any, of the f:ut may also be indicated under. this column.

("\
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Proforma - 24

Sec. 4.12
Month/Year*'

-
,

J .:I

t
V. 0·

o·
I

J. l.l.
I X 100t :"ivi- °iI 1.

Name of the fish

Index of prePQnder~

-4 , i, t' ...•..1
Food items: % of oceu- : % of

: rrenee (oi):volume
: : (vi)I II IJ.-

Note: *The data m~y be analysed on a yearly basis.
Monthly analysis can also be done, if found
necessary

Proform<? - 2 5-•••

Sec. 4.13

Forage .-R?,tio

Name of the fish

Name of the gear
of eapture.

Month/Season/Year

Food items,

I I
~ % in :
: stomach:
L --l

% • Io J.nen- I• I F
vJ.ronment I orage ratiot__-L. __ ~ ........

Note: 1. Forage ratio is constructed only to bottom feed
ing fishes.
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Proforma- 28

T3:ggin~_P:..ec.9rds-I
(Growth and Migration)

Sec. 4. 14

---.-.-~-·---T·--'-·~-",.....,_.:----.-----~----.---.--,."" ...·-----·~---···-~~--...,.,,-·--·--···-·---------..r---·-·-·--~----.------..-.--.-.----------.-.--..-...---.--Species of ,Date of ,Point of ; De.to of IPoint of; Total ,Total ;Growth ,DurationlJ\10de of:Sex~state:Condition
fish : release : relE;ase : recovery: recovery: length : length I (mm) lof free 'capture: of m8,tu~ :of fish, , , , , t r 't 'B A 'l'f ' 1(' J' '·'t ~ d', , , I In re- ,a re- I - ,l e In , lnal- ,rl y an ,

t I , , I 1e s ' 1" T , 'd 't' ~.L t ~,, , I , I --a 0, ,covo;s.: , .I ays I ca e IS lJa 0 OI I
t I , I I ( ) I ( \ I I I "'''' 'f. d f ', , , I 1 mm ,mm ), I gc; "",1" lee 0 ,

, , I I I A ' B I , I , recov'ered I, , I I , , , I I , I
, , , I , I , I , , fish 'I , I , I I , , , , ,---. _--L~ L __ .J- • _ , ._. __ .....L...._._ .. LL_~_. __L~ __~ .•._ ..L -_._ .._t l __..__ . --'~ .__ .,,,,,_~

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Note : Item 11 to be r('corded after dissection of fish

Item 12 indicate whether recovered fish is healthy or otherwise to
determine the a~ter-effects of tagging.

Proforma- 27

Sec. 4.15

--.--,----.- .

recovered ;RemarksIII
f
1

..--~· __ ·--..--··----"---·-f
Untagged fish; Date of recovery: Size
recovered : ;

I ,, ,
..z •....••••. ~ __ ...1- -~ ...._.__, I •

Tagging Records- II
(for estimation of population parameters)

f_ ... ....,._..'..- ...----- .-' ,,
Date : Number tagged; Si7,etagged: TaggedII, •Ifish 1, t,,

1
,: recovered,, , ,t- J~---1_- .



Date
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Proform2\.-28

Sec. 4.16

Area of the reservoir

Av. water capacity of
the reservoir

r~--' ~--l • - - 0 r ~-------- ---.,.- - , I· ,-- I --:-.~ I -- -----
:Species :Sizr of :Ut. of :No. of :Time of :Plaee of:Plaee of:Water :Oondition:Source of
~ :finterlirgs :fingerlings:fingorlings :release :release :release Itemp. :of fry :stoeking
: :at relea::e :at release :released: : : : °0: :material
1 : (r.lm) : "(gm): : : : : : :(from riverI , i I I I I I I 'or indue edt t I , I t I , I I
I t I I I I I , I I bred)I , I , I , , I I I• ...•,•...__ .L ._----L- ~_~- .1-_ ..__ . ..l-,.. -' .__ J -__ -...J __ .__ ..L-, _ l__.__..o_. ._

1 2 4 5 6 7 8 10 1 1

Note:

.~._. •• • ---.-----.-.---------.--- 0 -----.----- _

If fryj£ingerlin[s show any sign of fin rot or other affliction their
percentages should be computed and indicated under coll@n 9.
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Proforma - 29

Soc. 5.1

I • EXPEl NDl T UR.1J

Iear Budg-et provision E~ondi ture ..

I 1) FishFarm
2) Buildings

a) Office-'& Lab.

b) Residential
quarters

3) Tubewell for farm
(if any)

TOTAL

B. 1[9n-recurrinp;

1) Vehjele
2) Motor launch
3) Motor boat
4) Outboard engine "
5) \'later pump

> 6) Country boat
7) Gear
8) Scientific

equipment
9) Field equipment
to) Furni ture

11) Others

Lear of ~urch8.se
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1) Pay~ D.A.; T.A. of staff

2) Office contingencies

i) Ele~tricity and Telephone

ii) Printing and Stationery

iii) Postage and Insvxance

iv) Advertisements

3) Other contingencies

Expenditure on Running and
Maintenance

Repairs Staff Total period
for which :.=

remained out
of use dU8
t a ~de f_~2..."t§~

1) Vehicles

2) Motor Launches

3) Outboard Motor Boats

4) Pumps

5) Other equipments

6) Repair & J'.1ainten9.nco
of f8..rm

7) Repair & Maintenance
. of Buildings

8) Repair & Maintenance
of Gear

9) Purchase of Fertilisers 

Organic :

Inorganic:

10) Purchase of Fish Food

11) Purchc,.seof Stocking
material

.
C'
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12) Purchase of Gear

13) Purchase of Chemicals &
Glasswares

14) Purchase of Equipment

15) Purchase of Books

16) Othel"s

TOTAL

(I) Total expenditure during the year - 6% on A +
Depreciation on B + C =

II. REVENUE

1 ) Sale of fish

2)
Sale of spawn and fingerlings etc.

3)
Sale of other farm produce

4)

Sale of condemned materiRl

5)
Other miscellaneousitems

TOTAL

Net Revenue = II - I

Rates of sale of fish (groupwise i.e. carps, catfishes,
minnow·s etc.)

Rates of fishing charges (groupwise i.e. carps, catfishes,
m i~nows etc.)

Average rate per kg of fish :

Fishing charges as % of sale price

Production per hectare of water area
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Proforma- 30

Sec. 5.2

ICE ;PLANT AND CO.1!J?.STOMGE

AJi Capit§..1

1) Cost of Machinery

2) Cost of Buildings

3) Cost of Fitting etc.

4) Others

TOTAL

i) Staff

2) Running & Maintenance

3) Repairs

4) Others

TOTAL

C. Production - Total quantity of ice produced -

,,---------11 II II sold

Qu~ntity of fish kept in cold storage

Sale price of ice'(per kg)

D., Revenue - From sale of ice

From Cold Storage

TOTAL :

Total expenditure during the year

6% on A + B =

Net prof~t and loss :- D - (6% of A + B) =

"

{
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